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NOVEL FIBROBLAST GROWTH FACTOR AND NUCLEIC
ACIDS ENCODING SAME

RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims priority to United States Provisional patent application Serial

5 Number 60/145,899, entitled "Novel FGF-Like Protein," filed July 27, 1999. The contents of

this priority application is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention generally relates to nucleic acids and polypeptides. The invention relates

more particularly to nucleic acids encoding polypeptides related to a novel member of the

10 fibroblast growth factor family.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The FGF family of proteins, whose prototypic members include acidic FGF (FGF-1) and

basic FGF (FGF-2), bind to four related receptor tyrosine kinases. These FGF receptors are

expressed on most types of cells in tissue culture. Dimerization ofFGF receptor monomers upon

1 5 ligand binding has been reported to be a requisite for activation of the kinase domains, leading to

receptor trans phosphorylation. FGF receptor- 1 (FGFR-1), which shows the broadest expression

pattern of the four FGF receptors, contains at least seven tyrosine phosphorylation sites. A

number of signal transduction molecules are affected by binding with different affinities to these

phosphorylation sites.

20 Expression of FGFs and their receptors in brains of perinatal and adult mice has been

examined. Messenger RNA all FGF genes, with the excepfion of FGF-4, is detected in these

tissues. FGF-3, FGF-6, FGF-7 and FGF-8 genes demonstrate higher expression in the late

embryonic stages than in postnatal stages, suggesting that these members are involved in the late

stages of brain development. In contrast, expression of FGF-1 and FGF-5 increased after birth. In

25 particular, FGF-6 expression in perinatal mice has been reported to be restricted to the central

nervous system and skeletal muscles, with intense signals in the developing cerebrum in embryos
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but in cerebellum in 5-day-old neonates. FGF-receptor (FGFR)-4, a cognate receptor for FGF-6,

demonstrate similar spatiotemporal expression, suggesting that FGF-6 and FGFR-4 plays

significant roles in the maturation of nervous system as a ligand-receptor system. According to

Ozawa et al., these results strongly suggest that the various FGFs and their receptors are involved

5 in the regulation of a variety of developmental processes of brain, such as proliferation and

migration of neuronal progenitor cells, neuronal and glial differentiation, neurite extensions, and

synapse formation.

Other members of the FGF polypeptide family include the FGF receptor tyrosine kinase

(FGFRTK) family and the FGF receptor heparan sulfate proteoglycan (FGFRHS) family. These

1 0 members interact to regulate active and specific FGFR signal transduction complexes. These

regulatory activities are diversified throughout a broad range of organs and tissues, and in both

normal and tumor tissues, in mammals. Regulated alternative messenger RNA (mRNA) splicing

and combination of variant subdomains give rise to diversity ofFGFRTK monomers. Divalent

cations cooperate with the FGFRHS to conformationally restrict FGFRTK trans-

1 5 phosphorylation, which causes depression of kinase activity and facilitates appropriate activation

of the FGFR complex by FGF. For example, it is known that different point mutations in the

FGFRTK commonly cause craniofacial and skeletal abnormalities of graded severity by graded

increases in FGF-independent activity of total FGFR complexes. Other processes in which FGF

family exerts important effects are liver growth and ftinction and prostate tumor progression.

20 Glia-activating factor (GAF), another FGF family member, is a heparin-binding growth

factor that was purified from the culture supernatant of a human glioma cell line. See, Miyamoto

et al, 1993, Mol Cell Biol 13(7): 4251-4259. GAF shows a spectrum of activity slightly different

from those of other known growth factors, and is designated as FGF-9. The human FGF-9

cDNA encodes a polypeptide of 208 amino acids. Sequence similarity to other members of the

25 FGF family was estimated to be around 30%. Two cysteine residues and other consensus

sequences found in other family members were also well conserved in the FGF-9 sequence.

FGF-9 was found to have no typical signal sequence in its N terminus like those in acidic FGF

and basic FGF. Acidic FGF and basic FGF are known not to be secreted from cells in a

conventional manner. However, FGF-9 was found to be secreted efficiently from cDNA-

30 transfected COS cells despite its lack of a typical signal sequence. It could be detected

exclusively in the culture medium of cells. The secreted protein lacked no amino acid residues at
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the N terminus with respect to those predicted by the cDNA sequence, except the initiation

methionine. The rat FGF-9 cDNA was also cloned, and the structural analysis indicated that the

FGF-9 gene is highly conserved.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

5 The present invention is based, in part, upon the discovery of a nucleic acid encoding a

novel polypeptide having homology to Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) protein. Fibroblast

Grown Factor-CX (FGF-CX) polynucleotide sequences and the FGF-CX polypeptides encoded

by these nucleic acid sequences, and fragments, homologs, analogs, and derivatives thereof, are

claimed in the invention.

1 0 In one aspect, the invention provides an isolated FGF-CX nucleic acid (SEQ ID NO: 1
,
as

shown in FIG. 1), that encodes a FGF-CX polypeptide, or a fragment, homolog, analog or

derivative thereof. The nucleic acid can include, e.g., nucleic acid sequence encoding a

polypeptide at least 85% identical to a polypeptide comprising the amino acid sequence of FIG. 1

(SEQ ID N0:2). The nucleic acid can be, e.g., a genomic DNA fragment, or it can be a cDNA

1 5 molecule.

Also included in the invention is a vector containing one or more of the nucleic acids

described herein, and a cell containing the vectors or nucleic acids described herein.

The present invention is also directed to host cells transformed with a recombinant

expression vector comprising any of the nucleic acid molecules described above.

20 In one aspect, the invention includes a pharmaceutical composition that includes a FGF-

CX nucleic acid and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier or diluent. In a further aspect, the

invention includes a substantially purified FGF-CX polypeptide, e.g, any of the FGF-CX

polypeptides encoded by a FGF-CX nucleic acid, and fragments, homologs, analogs, and

derivatives thereof. The invention also includes a pharmaceutical composition that includes a

25 FGF-CX polypeptide and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier or diluent.

In a further aspect, the invention provides an antibody that binds specifically to a FGF-

CX polypeptide. The antibody can be, e.g., a monoclonal or polyclonal antibody, and fragments,

homologs, analogs, and derivatives thereof The invention also includes a pharmaceutical

composition including FGF-CX antibody and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier or diluent.

3
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The present invention is also directed to isolated antibodies that bind to an epitope on a

polypeptide encoded by any of the nucleic acid molecules described above.

The present invention is further directed to kits comprising antibodies that bind to a

polypeptide encoded by any of the nucleic acid molecules described above and a negative control

5 antibody.

The invention further provides a method for producing a FGF-CX polypeptide. The

method includes providing a cell containing a FGF-CX nucleic acid, e.g., a vector that includes a

FGF-CX nucleic acid, and culturing the cell under conditions sufficient to express the FGF-CX

polypeptide encoded by the nucleic acid. The expressed FGF-CX polypeptide is then recovered

10 from the cell. Preferably, the cell produces little or no endogenous FGF-CX polypeptide. The

cell can be, e.g., a prokaryotic cell or eukaryotic cell.

The present invention provides a method of inducing an immune response in a mammal

against a polypeptide encoded by any of the nucleic acid molecules disclosed above by

administering to the mammal an amount of the polypeptide sufficient to induce the immune

15 response.

The present invention is also directed to methods of identifying a compound that bmds to

FGF-CX polypeptide by contacting the FGF-CX polypeptide with a compound and determining

whether the compound binds to the FGF-CX polypeptide.

The invention further provides methods of identifying a compound that modulates the

20 activity of a FGF-CX polypeptide by contacting FGF-CX polypeptide with a compound and

determining whether the FGF-CX polypeptide activity is modified.

The present invention is also directed to compounds that modulate FGF-CX polypeptide

activity identified by contacting a FGF-CX polypeptide with the compound and determining

whether the compound modifies activity of the FGF-CX polypeptide, binds to the FGF-CX

25 polypeptide, or binds to a nucleic acid molecule encoding a FGF-CX polypeptide.

In another aspect, the invention provides a method of diagnosing a tissue proliferation-

associated disorder, such as tumors, restenosis, psoriasis, diabetic and post-surgery

complications, and rheumatoid arthritis, in a subject. The method includes providing a protem

sample from the subject and measuring the amount of FGF-CX polypeptide in the subject

sample The amount of FGF-CX in the subject sample is then compared to the amount of FGF-

CX polypeptide m a control protein sample. An alteration in the amount of FGF-CX polypeptide
30
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CX polypeptide, or a FGF-CX antibody in an amount sufficient to treat, prevent, or delay a tissue

proliferation-associated disorder in the subject.

The tissue proliferation-associated disorders diagnosed, treated, prevented or delayed

using the FGF-CX nucleic acid molecules, polypeptides or antibodies can involve epithelial

5 cells, e.g., fibroblasts and keratinocytes in the anterior eye after surgery. Other tissue

proliferation-associated disorder include, e.g,, tumors, restenosis, psoriasis, Dupuytren's

contracture, diabetic complications, Kaposi sarcoma, and rheumatoid arthritis.

Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the same

meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention

10 belongs. Although methods and materials similar or equivalent to those described herein can be

used in the practice or testing of the present invention, suitable methods and materials are

described below. All publications, patent applications, patents, and other references mentioned

herein are incorporated by reference in their entirety. In the case of conflict, the present

specification, including definitions, will control. In addition, the materials, methods, and

15 examples are illustrative only and not intended to be limiting.

Other features and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following

detailed description and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a representation of the nucleotide sequence (SEQ ID N0:1) and translated

20 amino acid sequence (SEQ ID N0:2) of a novel FGF-CX polynucleotide and protein of the

invention.

FIG. 2 is a BLASTN alignment of the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID N0:1 with a

FGF-9-like Glia-Activating factor (GAF) sequence (SEQ ID N0:5).

FIG. 3 is a BLASTN alignment of the complementary strand of the nucleic acid sequence

25 of SEQ ID NO: 1 with three discontinuous segments (SEQ ID NOs:6-8 in panels A-C,

respectively) of an extended genomic fragment of human chromosome 8 (GenBank accession

number AB020858).

FIG. 4 is a graphic representation of a hydropathy plot of the FGF-CX polypeptide of

SEQ ID N0:2, generated with a nineteen residue window.
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FIG. 5 is a BLASTP alignment of the FGF-CX polypeptide sequence (SEQ ID N0:2)

with a human FGF-9 (SEQ ID N0:9) indicating identical ("1") and positive ("+") residues.

FIG. 6 is a BLASTX alignment of the FGF-CX polypeptide sequence (SEQ ID N0:2)

with murine FGF-9 (SEQ ID NO: 10) indicating identical ('T') and positive C'+") residues.

5 FIG. 7 is a BLASTX alignment of the FGF-CX polypeptide sequence (SEQ ID N0:2)

with rat FGF-9 (SEQ ID NO: 1 1) indicating identical ("1") and positive ("+'") residues.

FIG. 8 is a BLASTX alignment of the FGF-CX polypeptide sequence (SEQ ID N0:2)

with Xenopus XFGF-20 (SEQ ID NO: 12) indicating identical ("|") and positive ("+") residues.

FIG. 9 is a ClustalW Protein Sequence Alignment Analysis of four vertebrate FGF-like

1 0 proteins (SEQ ID N0:9-l 2) with the FGF-CX protein (SEQ ID N0:2) of the present invention.

Black, gray and white represent identical, conserved and nonconserved residues in the alignment,

respectively.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The invention is based in part on the discovery of novel FGF-CX nucleic acid sequence,

1 5 which encode a polypeptide that is a member of the fibroblast growth factor family.

Included within the invention are FGF-CX nucleic acids, isolated nucleic acids that

encode FGF-CX polypeptide or a portion thereof, FGF-CX polypeptides, vectors containing

these nucleic acids, host cells transformed with the FGF-CX nucleic acids, anti-FGF-CX

antibodies, and pharmaceutical compositions. Also disclosed are methods of making FGF-CX

20 polypeptides, as well as methods of screening, diagnosing, treating conditions using these

compounds, and methods of screening compounds that modulate FGF-CX polypeptide activity.

Table 1 below delineates the sequence descriptors that are used throughout the invention.

TABLE 1

SEQ ID NO SEQUENCE DESCRIPTOR
1 Human FGF-CX nucleotide sequence

2 Human FGF-CX polypeptide sequence

3 FGF-CX forward primer

4 FGF-CX reverse primer

5 Glia Activating Factor (GAF)

6 Human genomic fragment - bp 15927-16214

7 Human genomic fragment - bp 7257-75 1

1

8 Human genomic fragment - bp 9837-9942

9 Human FGF-9

7
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10 Mouse FGF-9

1 1 Rat FGF-9

12 Xenopus FGF-20

1 3 Human FGF-CX hydrophobic domain (aa 90- 115)

The FGF-CX nucleic acids and polypeptides, as well as FGF-CX antibodies, as well as

pharmaceutical compositions discussed herein, are useful, inter alia, in treating tissue

proliferation-associated disorders. These tissue proliferation-associated disorders can include

5 epithelial cells, e.g., fibroblasts and keratinocytes in the anterior eye after surgery. Other tissue

proliferation-associated disorder include, e.g., tumors, restenosis, psoriasis, Dupuytren's

contracture, diabetic compUcations, Kaposi sarcoma, and rheumatoid arthritis.

The present invention discloses a nucleotide sequence encoding a novel fibroblast growth

factor designated fibroblast growth factor-CX (FGF-CX ) herein ( see FIG. 1; SEQ ID N0:1).

1 0 This coding sequence was identified in human genomic DNA sequences. The DNA sequence has

633 bases that encode a polypeptide predicted to have 21 1 amino acid residues. The predicted

molecular weight of FGF-CX, based on the sequence shown in FIG. 1 and SEQ ID N0:2, is

23498.4 Da.

The FGF-CX nucleic acid sequence was used in a BLASTN search. The FGF-CX

15 nucleotide sequence has a high similarity to murine fibroblast growth factor 9 (FGF-9) (392 of

543 bases identical, or 72%; GenBank accession number S82023 ) and to human DNA encoding

glia activating factor (GAP) (385 of 554 bases identical, or 69%; GenBank accession number

E05822, also termed FGF-9). In addition, FGF-CX was found to have a comparable degree of

identity (3 1 1 of424 bases identical, or 73%) to a GAP sequence (SEQ ID N0:5) disclosed by

20 Naruo et al. in Japanese Patent: JP 1993301893 entitled ^'Glia-Activating Factor And Its

Production" (see FIG. 2).

An additional BLASTN search, shown in FIG. 3A-C, identified a human genomic

fragment of approximately 100,000 bp from chromosome 8 (GenBank accession number

AB020858, Homo sapiens genomic DNA of chromosome 8p21.3-p22) with 3 widely separated

25 sequences that, each individually, match a different portion of the contiguous sequence of the

present invention almost perfectly. Specifically, the chromosomal sequence from bp 15927-

16214 (SEQ ID NO: 6) shown in FIG. 3A is 99% identical to the noncoding FGF-CX strand

from bp 1-289. The chromosomal sequence from bp 7257-751 1 (SEQ ID NO: 7) shown in FIG.

8
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3B is 98% identical to the noncoding FGF-CX strand from bp 380-633. The chromosomal

sequence from bp 9837-9942 (SEQ ID NO: 8) shown in FIG. 3C is 100% identical to the

noncoding FGF-CX strand from bp 286-391 . However, these genomic fragments shown in FIG.

3A-C differ from the present invention in that the genomic fragments (a) are separated from one

another by several thousand bases, (b) have a different order in the genomic sequence compared

to the order of the equivalent sequences in the presently disclosed nucleotide sequence, (c )

represent the noncoding strand of the disclosed invention, which is indicated in FIG. 3 by the

reversed numbering of the FGF-CX nucleotides, and (d) are not associated or identified in the

GenBank disclosure in any way. Finally, even if the proper coding strand of the genomic

sequence shown in FIG. 3A had previously been identified, which it had not, and that strand had

been identified as having an open reading frame, which it had not, this portion of the genomic

sequence has a one base deletion compared to the FGF-CX sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1
.
See,

FIG. 3A. Therefore, the predicted polypeptide from the genomic sequence would be a different,

frame-shifted, polypeptide from that point on compared to SEQ ID N0:2.

1 5 The polypeptide sequence in FIG. 1 (SEQ ID N0:2) is predicted by the program PSORT

to have high probabilities for sorting through the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum and of

the microbody (peroxisome). In addition, although it does not have a predicted cleavable signal

sequence at its N-terminus, the hydropathy plot in FIG. 4 shows FGF-CX has a prominent

hydrophobic segment at amino acid positions about 90 to about 115 (SEQ ID NO: 13). This

20 single hydrophobic region is known to be a sorting signal in other members of the FGF family.

According, a polypeptide that includes the amino acids of SEQ ID NO: 1 3 is useful as a sorting

signal, allowing secretion through various cellular membranes, such as the endoplasmic

reticulum, the Golgi membrane or the plasma membrane.

A BLASTP alignment of the first 208 amino acids of the FGF-CX polypeptide sequence

25 (SEQ ID N0:2) with a human FGF-9 (SEQ ID N0:9) is shown in FIG. 5. See, SwissProt

accession number P31371 for Glia-Activating Factor Precursor (GAF) (Fibroblast Growth

Factor-9); Miyamoto et al. 1993 Mol. Cell. Biol. 13:4251-4259; and Naruo et al. 1993 J. Biol.

Chem. 268:2857-2864. BLASTX alignments of the first 208 amino acids of the FGF-CX

polypeptide (SEQ ID N0:2, translated from SEQ ID NO: 1) with the mouse FGF-9 (SEQ ID

30 NO: 10) and rat FGF-9 (SEQ ID NO: 11) sequences are shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, respectively.

See, SwissProt accession number P54130 for Glia-Activating Factor Precursor (GAF)

9
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(Fibroblast Growth Factor-9), Santos-Ocampo et ai, 1996 J. Biol. Chem. 271:1726-1731, for

mouse FGF-9; and SwissProt accession number P36364 Glia-Activating Factor Precursor (GAF)

(Fibroblast Growth Factor-9) (FGF-9), Miyamoto, 1993 Mol. Cell. Biol. 13:4251-4259, for rat

FGF-9. As indicated by the bars C'f) in FIGS. 5-7, FGF-9 sequences of all three species have

147 of 208 residues identical with FGF-CX (SEQ ID N0:2), for an overall sequence identity of

70%. In addition, 170 of 208 residues are positive to the sequence of FGF-CX (SEQ ID N0:2),

for an overall percentage of positive residues of 81%. Positive residues include those residues

that are either identical ("|") or have a conservative amino acid substitution ("+") in the same

relative position of the compared sequences when aligned, see below.

The full length FGF-CX polypeptide (SEQ ID N0:2) was also aligned by BLASTX with

Xenopus XFGF-20 (SEQ ID NO: 12). As shown in FIG. 8, FGF-CX has 170 of 21
1 (80%)

identical residues, and 189 of 21 1 (89%) positive residues compared with Xenopus XFGF-20.

Xenopus XFGF-20 was obtained recently from a cDNA library prepared at the tailbud stage

using the product of degenerate PCR performed with primers based on mammalian FGF-9s as a

probe. See, Koga et aL 1999 Biochem Biophys Res Commun 261(3):756-765. The deduced 208

amino acid sequence of the XFGF-20 open reading frame contains a motif characteristic of the

FGF family. XFGF-20 has a 73.1% overall similarity to XFGF-9 but differs from XFGF-9 in its

amino-terminal region (33.3% similarity). This resembles the similarity seen for the presently

disclosed SEQ ID N0:2 with respect to various mammalian FGF-9 sequences, including human

(see above). See, FIGS. 6-9.

XFGF-20 and XFGF-9 expression is distinct from each other. XFGF-20 mRNA is

expressed in diploid cells, in embryos at and after the blastula stage, and specifically in the

stomach and testis of adults; whereas XFGF-9 mRNA is expressed maternally in eggs and in

many aduh tissues. Koga et aL, above. Correct expression ofXFGF-20 during gastrulation

appears to be required for the formation of normal head structures in Xenopus laevis. When

XFGF-20 mRNA was overexpressed in early embryos, gastrulation was abnormal and

development of anterior structures was suppressed. See, Koga et al., above. In such embryos,

expression of the Xbra transcript, among those tested, was suppressed during gastrulation,

indicating that expression of the Xbra gene mediates XFGF-20 effects. See, Koga et al., above.

The present inventors believe that the results and observations provided by Koga et al,

namely, the general correlation of expression of the gene in proliferating tissues including ova.

10
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testis, stomach, and many tissues in the maternal frog, suggests a role for XFGF-20 in the

maintenance of tissues that normally undergo regeneration in a functioning organism.

A ClustalW multiple protein alignment for the five vertebrate FGF-like proteins

discussed above, including the FGF-CX of the present invention, is shown in FIG. 9. The three

mammalian proteins (SEQ ID N0s:9-1 1) resemble each other very closely but differ

considerably from the FGF-CX protein of the present invention (SEQ ID N0:2). Also, the

Xenopus XFGF-20 (SEQ ID NO: 12) and the sequence of SEQ ID N0:2 resemble each other

more closely than those of FGF-9.

FGF-CX Nucleic Acids

The novel nucleic acids of the invention include those that encode a FGF-CX or FGF-

CX-like protein. Among these nucleic acids is the nucleic acid whose sequence is provided in

FIG. 1 and SEQ ID N0:1, or a fragment thereof. Additionally, the invention includes mutant or

variant nucleic acids of SEQ ID N0:1, or a fragment thereof, any of whose bases may be

changed from the corresponding base shown in FIG. 1 while still encoding a protein that

maintains its FGF-CX -like activities and physiological functions. The invention further

includes the complement of the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID N0:1, including fragments,

derivatives, analogs and homolog thereof. Examples of the complementary strand of portions of

FGF-CX are shown in FIG. 3. The invention additionally includes nucleic acids or nucleic acid

fragments, or complements thereto, whose structures include chemical modifications.

One aspect of the invention pertains to isolated nucleic acid molecules that encode FGF-

CX proteins or biologically active portions thereof Also included are nucleic acid fragments

sufficient for use as hybridization probes to identify FGF-CX-encoding nucleic acids {e.g., FGF-

CX mRNA) and fragments for use as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers for the

amplification or mutation of FGF-CX nucleic acid molecules. As used herein, the term "nucleic

acid molecule" is intended to include DNA molecules (e.g., cDNA or genomic DNA), RNA

molecules (e.g., mRNA), analogs of the DNA or RNA generated using nucleotide analogs, and

derivatives, fragments and homologs thereof The nucleic acid molecule can be single-stranded

or double-stranded, but preferably is double-stranded DNA.

"Probes" refer to nucleic acid sequences of variable length, preferably between at least

about 10 nucleotides (nt), 100 nt, or as many as about, e.g., 6.000 nt, depending on use. Probes

are used in the detection of identical, similar, or complementary nucleic acid sequences. Longer

11
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length probes are usually obtained from a natural or recombinant source, are highly specific and

much slower to hybridize than oligomers. Probes may be single- or double-stranded and

designed to have specificity in PGR, membrane-based hybridization technologies, or ELISA-like

technologies.

An "isolated" nucleic acid molecule is one that is separated from other nucleic acid

molecules that are present in the natural source of the nucleic acid. Examples of isolated nucleic

acid molecules include, but are not limited to, recombinant DNA molecules contained in a

vector, recombinant DNA molecules maintained in a heterologous host cell, partially or

substantially purified nucleic acid molecules, and synthetic DNA or RNA molecules. Preferably,

an "isolated" nucleic acid is free of sequences which naturally flank the nucleic acid (i.e.,

sequences located at the 5' and 3' ends of the nucleic acid) in the genomic DNA of the organism

from which the nucleic acid is derived. For example, in various embodiments, the isolated FGF-

CX nucleic acid molecule can contain less than about 50 kb, 25 kb, 5 kb, 4 kb, 3 kb, 2 kb, 1 kb,

0.5 kb or 0.1 kb of nucleotide sequences which naturally flank the nucleic acid molecule in

genomic DNA of the cell from which the nucleic acid is derived. Moreover, an "isolated"

nucleic acid molecule, such as a cDNA molecule, can be substantially free of other cellular

material or culture medium when produced by recombinant techniques, or of chemical

precursors or other chemicals when chemically synthesized.

A nucleic acid molecule of the present invention, e.g., a nucleic acid molecule having the

nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID N0:1, or a complement of any of this nucleotide sequence, can

be isolated using standard molecular biology techniques and the sequence information provided

herein. Using all or a portion of the nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1 as a hybridization

probe, FGF-GX nucleic acid sequences can be isolated using standard hybridization and cloning

techniques {e.g., as described in Sambrook et ai, eds., MOLECULAR Gloning: A Laboratory

Manual 2"*^ Ed., Gold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Gold Spring Harbor, NY, 1989; and

Ausubel, et al., eds., GuRRENT Protocols in Molecular Biology, John Wiley & Sons, New

York, NY, 1993.)

A nucleic acid of the invention can be amplified using cDNA, mRNA or alternatively,

genomic DNA, as a template and appropriate oligonucleotide primers according to standard PGR

amplification techniques. The nucleic acid so amplified can be cloned into an appropriate vector

and characterized by DNA sequence analysis. Furthermore, oligonucleotides corresponding to

12
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FGF-CX nucleotide sequences can be prepared by standard synthetic techniques, e.g., using an

automated DNA synthesizer.

As used herein, the term "oligonucleotide" refers to a series of linked nucleotide residues,

which oligonucleotide has a sufficiem number of nucleotide bases to be used in a PGR reaction.

A short oligonucleotide sequence may be based on, or designed from, a genomic or cDNA

sequence and is used to amplify, confirm, or reveal the presence of an identical, similar or

complementary DNA or RNA in a particular cell or tissue. Oligonucleotides comprise portions

of a nucleic acid sequence having about 10 nt, 50 nt, or 100 nt in length, preferably about 15 nt

to 30 nt in length. In one embodiment, an oligonucleotide comprising a nucleic acid molecule

less than 100 nt in length would further comprise at lease 6 contiguous nucleotides of SEQ ID

N0:1, or a complement thereof. Oligonucleotides may be chemically synthesized and may be

used as probes.

In another embodiment, an isolated nucleic acid molecule of the invention comprises a

nucleic acid molecule that is a complement of the nucleotide sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:1.

m another embodiment, an isolated nucleic acid molecule of the invention comprises a nucleic

acid molecule that is a complement of the nucleotide sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:1, or a

portion of this nucleotide sequence. A nucleic acid molecule that is complementary to the

nucleotide sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:1 is one that is sufficiently complementary to the

nucleotide sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:1 that it can hydrogen bond with little or no

mismatches to the nucleotide sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:1, thereby forming a stable duplex.

As used herein, the term "complementary" refers to Watson-Crick or Hoogsteen base

pairing between nucleofides units of a nucleic acid molecule, and the term "binding" means the

physical or chemical interaction between two polypeptides or compounds or associated

polypeptides or compounds or combinations thereof. Binding includes ionic, non-ionic. Von der

Waals, hydrophobic interacfions, etc. A physical interaction can be either direct or indirect.

Indirect interactions may be through or due to the effects of another polypeptide or compound.

Direct binding refers to interacfions that do not take place through, or due to, the effect of

another polypepfide or compound, but instead are without other substanfial chemical

intermediates.

Moreover, the nucleic acid molecule of the invenfion can comprise only a portion of the

nucleic acid sequence of SEQ ID N0:1, a fragment that can be used as a probe or primer, or

13
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a fragment encoding a biologically active portion of FGF-CX. Fragments provided herem are

denned as sequences of at least 6 (contiguous) nucle.c acids or a. least 4 (contiguous) am.no

acids a length sufficient to allow for specific hybrrdization in the case of nucle.c acds or for

specific recognition of an epitope in the case of amino acds, respectively, and are at most some

portron less than a full length sequence. Fragments may be derived from any contiguous po«,on

of a nucleic acid or amino acid sequence of choice. Derivatives are nucleic acid sequences or

amino acid sequences formed from the native compounds either directly or by modificat.on or

partral substitution. Analogs are nucleic acid sequences or amino acid sequences that have a

structure similar to, but not identical to, the native compound but differs from it in respect to

certain components or side chains. Analogs may be synthetic or from a differem evoluuonary

origin and may have a similar or opposite metabolic activity compared to wild type.

Derivatives and analogs may be full length or other than full length, if the derivative or

analog contains a modified nucleic acid or amino acid, as described below. Derivatives or

analogs of the nucleic acids or proteins of the invention include, but are not limited to. molecules

comprising regions that are substantially homologous to the nucleic acds or protems of the

invention, in various embodiments, by a, least about 70%, 80%, 85«/.. 90%, 95%, 98%. or even

99% identity (with a preferred identity of 80-99%) over a nucleic acid or amino acd sequence ot

identical size or when compared to an aligned sequence in which the aligmnen. is done by a

computer homology program kitown in the art. or whose encoding nucleic acid rs capable of

hybridizing to the complement of a sequence encoding the aforementioned proteins under

stringent, moderately stringent, or low stringent conditions. See e.g. Ausubel, ./., CURRENT

PROTOCOLS IN MOLECULAR BlOLOOV. John Wiley & Sons. New York. NY. 1 993. and below.

An exemplary program is the Gap program (Wisconsin Sequence Analysis Package. Version 8

for imiX Genetics Computer Group. University Research Park. Madison. Wl) using the defauU

settings, which uses the algorithm of Smith and Waterman (Adv. Appl. Math.. 1981. 2: 482-489.

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety).

A "homologous nucleic acid sequence" or "homologous amino acid sequence." or

variations thereof, refer to sequences characterized by a homology at the nucleotide level or

amino acid level as discussed above. Homologous nucleotide sequences encode those sequences

c«ling for isofomts of FGF-CX polypeptide. Informs can be expressed in differem tissues of

the same organism as a resuh of, for example, alternative splicing of RNA. Alternatively,

14
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isoforms can be encoded by different genes. In .he presen. invention, homologous nucleCde

sequences .nclude nucleotide sequences encoding for a FGF-CX polypeptide of speces other

than humans, includmg, but not limited to, mammals, and thus can include, e.g.. mouse, rat.

rabbit dog. cat cow. horse, and other organisms. Homologous nucleotide sequences also

5 include, but are not Itmited to, naturally occurring allelic variattons and mutauons of the

nucleotide sequences set forth herein. A homologous nucleotide sequence does not. however,

include the nucleotide sequence encoding human FGF-CX protein. Homologous nucle.c acd

sequences include those nucleic acid sequences that encode conservative ammo aetd

substitutions (see below) in SEQ ID N0:2. as well as a polypeptide having FGF-CX acUvtty.

,0 Biological activities of the FGF-CX proteins are described below. A homologous amtno acd

sequence does not encode the amino acid sequence of a human FGF-CX polypeptide.

The nucleotide sequence determined from the cloning of the human FGF-CX gene allows

for the generation of probes and pnmers designed for use in identifying and/or elontng FGF-CX

homologues in other cell types. ..... from other tissues, as well as FGF-CX homologues from

,5 other mammals. The probe/primer typically comprises a substantially purified oligonucleoude.

The oligonucleotide typically comprises a region of nucleottde sequence that hybridizes under

strtngem conditions to a, least about 12, 25, 50, 100, 1 50, 200, 250, 300, 350 or 400 or more

consecutive sense strand nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID NO: I ;
or an anti-sense strand

nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1 ; or of a naturally occumng mutant of SEQ ID NO: I

.

20 Probes based on the human FGF-CX nucleotide sequence can be used to detect

transcripts cr genomic sequences ene«iing the same or homologous proteins. In various

embodiments, the probe firrther comprises a label group attached thereto, e.g.. Ure label group

can be a radioisotope, a fluoreseem compound, an enzyme, or an enzyme co-factor. Such probes

can be used as a p* of a diagnostic test ktt for identifying cells or tissue which misexpress a

25 FGF-CX protein, such as by measuring a level of a FGF-CX-eneod,ng nucleic acid m a sample

of cells from a subject e.g.. detecting FGF-CX mRNA levels or determining whether a genom.e

FGF-CX gene has been mutated or deleted.

"A polypeptide having a biologically active portion of FGF-CX" refers to polypeptides

exhibiting activity similar, but not necessarily identical to, an activity of a polypeptide of the

30 present invention, including mature forms, as measured ,n a particular biological assay, wtth or

without dose dependency. A nucleic acid fragment encoding a "biologically active pomon of

15
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FGF-CX" can be prepared by isolating a portion of SEQ ID NO: 1. that encodes a polypeptide

having a FGF-CX biological activity (biological activities of the FGF-CX proteins are described

below), expressing the encoded portion of FGF-CX protein (e.g., by recombinant expression m

v/M and assessing the activity of the encoded portion of FGF-CX. For example, a nucleic acid

fragment encoding a biologically active portion of FGF-CX can optionally include an ATP-

binding domain. In another embodiment, a nucleic acid fragment encoding a biologically active

portion of FGF-CX includes one or more regions.

FGF-CX variants

The invention further encompasses nucleic acid molecules that differ from the nucleotide

sequences shown in Fig.l due to degeneracy of the genetic code. These nucleic acids thus

encode the same FGF-CX protein as that encoded by the nucleotide sequence shown m SEQ ID

NO l . In another embodiment, an isolated nucleic acid molecule of the invention has a

nucleotide sequence encoding a protein having an amino acid sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:2.

In addition to the human FGF-CX nucleotide sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:1, it will be

appreciated by those skilled in the art that DNA sequence polymorphisms that lead to changes in

the amino acid sequences of FGF-CX may exist within a population (eg ,
the human

population). Such genetic polymorphism in the FGF-CX gene may exist among individuals

within a population due to natural allelic variation. As used herein, the terms "gene" and

"recombinant gene" refer to nucleic acid molecules comprising an open reading frame encoding

a FGF-CX protein, preferably a mammalian FGF-CX protein. Such natural allelic variations can

typically result in 1-5% variance in the nucleotide sequence of the FGF-CX gene. Any and all

such nucleotide variations and resulting amino acid polymorphisms in FGF-CX that are the

resuh of natural allelic variation and that do not alter the functional activity of FGF-CX are

intended to be within the scope of the invention.

Moreover, nucleic acid molecules encoding FGF-CX proteins from other species, and

thus that have a nucleotide sequence that differs from the human sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1
,

are

intended to be within the scope of the invention. Nucleic acid molecules cortesponding to

natural allelic variants and homologues of the FGF-CX cDNAs of the invention can be isolated

based on their homology to the human FGF-CX nucleic acids disclosed herein using the human

cDNAs. or a portion thereof, as a hybridization probe according to standard hybridization

techniques under stringent hybridization conditions. For example, a soluble human FGF-CX
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cDNA can be isolated based on its homology to human membrane-bound FGF-CX. Likewise, a

membrane-bound human FGF-CX cDNA can be isolated based on its homology to soluble

human FGF-CX.

Accordmgly, in another embodiment, an isolated nucleic acid molecule of the invention

is at least 6 nucleotides in length and hybridizes under stringent conditions to the nucleic acid

molecule comprising the nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID N0:1. In another embodiment, the

nucleic acid is at least 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500 or 750 nucleotides in length. In another

embodiment, an isolated nucleic acid molecule of the invention hybridizes to the coding reg.on.

As used herein, the term "hybridizes under stringent conditions" is intended to describe

conditions for hybridization and washing under which nucleotide sequences at least 60%

homologous to each other typically remain hybridized to each other.

Homologs (/.... nucleic acids encoding FGF-CX proteins derived from species other than

human) or other related sequences (e.g.. paralogs) can be obtained by low, moderate or high

stringency hybridization with all or a portion of the particular human sequence as a probe using

methods well known in the art for nucleic acid hybridization and cloning.

As used herein, the phrase "stringent hybridization conditions" refers to conditions under

which a probe, primer or oligonucleotide will hybridize to its target sequence, but to no other

sequences. Stringent conditions are sequence-dependent and will be different in different

circumstances. Longer sequences hybridize specifically at higher temperatures than shorter

sequences. Generally, stringent conditions are selected to be about 5°C lower than the thermal

melting point (Tm) for the specific sequence at a defined ionic strength and pH. The Tm is the

temperature (under defined ionic strength, pH and nucleic acid concentration) at which 50o/o of

the probes complementary to the target sequence hybridize to the target sequence at equilibrium.

Since the target sequences are generally present at excess, at Tm, 50% of the probes are occupied

at equilibrium. Typically, stringent conditions will be those in which the salt concentration is

less than about 1 .0 M sodium ion, typically about 0.01 to 1 .0 M sodium ion (or other salts) at pH

7.0 to 8.3 and the temperature is at least about 30°C for short probes, primers or oligonucleotides

(e.g., 10 nt to 50 nt) and at least about 60°C for longer probes, primers and oligonucleotides.

Stringent conditions may also be achieved with the addition of destabilizing agents, such as

formamide.
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Stringent conditions are known to those skilled in tlte art and can be found in CURRENT

PROTOCOLS ,N MOLECULAR BlOLOOV. John Wiley & sons, N.Y. (1989). 6,3.1.6.3.6. Preferably,

the conditions are such that sequences at least about 65%. 70%. 75%. 85%. 90%. 95%. 98%. or

99% homologous to each other typically remain hybridized to each other. A non-l,m,t,ng

example of stringent hybridization conditions is hybridization in a high salt buffer comprtsmg

6X SSC, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA. 0.02% PVP. 0.02% Ficoll, 0.02% BSA, and

500 mg/ml denatured salmon sperm DNA at 65=C. TOs hybridization is followed by one or

more washes in 0.2X SSC. 0.01% BSA at 50"C. An isolated nucleic acid molecule of the

invention that hybridizes under stringem conditions to the sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1

corresponds to a naturally occurring nucleic acid molecule. As used heretn, a

naturally-occurring" nucleic acid molecule refers to an RNA or DNA molecule havtng a

nucleotide sequence that occurs in nature (e.g.. encodes a natural protein).

m a second embodiment, a nucleic acid sequence that is hybridizable to the nucletc acd

molecule comprising the nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1 ,
or fragments, analogs or

derivatives thereof, under conditions of moderate stringency is provided. A non-ltmmng

example of moderate stringency hybrtdization conditions are hybridization m 6X SSC, 5X

Denhardfs solution. 0.5% SDS and 100 mg/ml denatured salmon sperm DNA at 55=C, followed

by one or more washes in IX SSC, 0.1% SDS at 37»C. Other conditions of moderate stringency

dtat may be used are well known in the art. See, e.g. , Ausubel « al. feds.), 1993, CURRENT

PROTOCOLS IN MOLECULAR BtOLOOV, John Wiley & Sons, NY, and Kriegler. 1990, Gene

TRANSFER AND EXPRESSION, A LABORATORY MANUAL, Stockton Press, NY.

,n a third embodimem. a nucleic acid that is hybridiz.able to the nucleic actd molecule

comprising the nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1 , or fragments, analogs or denvat.ves

thereof under conditions of low stringency, ts provided. A non-limittng example of low

stnngency hybridization conditions are hybridization in 35% fomtamide, 5X SSC, 50 mM

Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 5 mM EDTA, 0.02% PVP, 0.02% Ficoll, 0.2% BSA, 100 mg/ml denatured

salmon sperm DNA, 10% (wt/vol) dextran sulfate at 40X. followed by one or more washes m

2X SSC 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 5 mM EDTA, and 0.1% SDS at SO'C. Other conditions of

low stringency that may be used are well known in the art (.g., as employed for cross-speces

hybridizations). See, e.g.. Ausubel e, al. (.is.). 1993, CURRENT Protocols ,n Molecular

BtOLOOV, John Wiley & Sons, NY, and Kriegler, 1990, Gene Transfer and Expression, A
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LABORATORY MANUAL, Stockton Press, NY; Shilo and Weinberg, 1981. Proc NatlAcadSci

USA 78: 6789-6792.

Conservative mutations

In addition to naturally-occumng alleUc variants of the FGF-CX sequence that may exist

m the population, the skilled artisan will further appreciate that changes can be introduced by

mutation into the nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID N0:1, thereby leading to changes m the ammo

acid sequence of the encoded FGF-CX protein, without altering the functional ability of the

FGF-CX protein. For example, nucleotide substitutions leading to amino acid substitutions at

"non-essential" amino acid residues can be made in the sequence of SEQ ID NO; 1
.

A

"non-essential" amino acid residue is a residue that can be altered from the wild-type sequence of

FGF-CX without altering the biological activity, whereas an "essential" amino acid residue is

required for biological activity. For example, amino acid residues that are conserved among the

FGF-CX proteins of the present invention, are predicted to be particularly unamenable to

alteration.

In addition, amino acid residues that are conserved among FGF family members, as

indicated by the alignment presented as FIG. 9, are predicted .0 be less amenable to alteratton.

For example, FGF-CX proteins of the presem invention can contam at least one domain that ts a

typically conserved region in FGF family members, i.e., FGF-9 and XFGF-20 proteins, and

FGF-CX homologs. As such, these conserved domains are not Ukely to be amenable to mutafon.

Other amino acid residues, however, (e.g., those that are no. conserved or only semi-conserved

among members of the FGF proteins) may not be as essential for activity and thus are more

likely to be amenable to alteration.

Another aspect of the invention pertains to nucleic acid molecules encoding FGF-CX

proteins that contain changes in amino acid residues that are not essential for activity. Such

FGF-CX proteins differ in amino acid sequence from SEQ ID N0:2, yet retain biological

activity In one embodiment, the isolated nucleic acid molecule comprises a nucleotide sequence

encoding a protein, wherein the protein comprises an amino acid sequence at least about 75%

homologous to the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID N0:2. Preferably, the protein encoded by

the nucleic acid is at least about W/o homologous to SEQ ID N0:2, more preferably at least

about 90%. 95%, 98%, and most preferably at least about 99% homologous to SEQ ID N0:2.
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An isolated nucleic acid molecule encoding a FGF-CX protein homologous to the protein

of SEQ ID N0:2 can be created by introducing one or more nucleotide substitutions, additions or

deletions into the nucleotide sequence of SEQ ID N0:1, such that one or more amino acid

substitutions, additions or deletions are introduced into the encoded protein.

Mutations can be introduced into SEQ ID N0:1 by standard techniques, such as

site-directed mutagenesis and PCR-mediated mutagenesis. Preferably, conservative amino acid

substitutions are made at one or more predicted non-essential amino acid residues. A

"conservative amino acid substitution" is one in which the amino acid residue is replaced with an

amino acid residue having a similar side chain. Families of amino acid residues having similar

side chains have been defined in the art. These families include amino acids with basic side

chains {e.g., lysine, arginine, histidine), acidic side chains (e.g., aspartic acid, glutamic acid),

uncharged polar side chains {e.g., glycine, asparagine, glutamine, serine, threonine, tyrosine,

cysteine), nonpolar side chains {e.g., alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, proline, phenylalanine,

methionine, tryptophan), beta-branched side chains (e.g., threonine, valine, isoleucine) and

aromatic side chains {e.g., tyrosine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, histidine). Thus, a predicted

nonessential amino acid residue in FGF-CX is replaced with another amino acid residue fi-om the

same side chain family. Alternatively, in another embodiment, mutations can be introduced

randomly along all or part of a FGF-CX coding sequence, such as by saturation mutagenesis, and

the resultant mutants can be screened for FGF-CX biological activity to identify mutants that

retain activity. Following mutagenesis of SEQ ID NO: 1. the encoded protein can be expressed

by any recombinant technology known in the art and the activity of the protein can be

determined.

m one embodiment, a mutant FGF-CX protein can be assayed for (1) the ability to form

protein:protein interactions with other FGF-CX proteins, other cell-surface proteins, or

biologically active portions thereof, (2) complex formation between a mutant FGF-CX protein

and a FGF-CX receptor; (3) the ability of a mutant FGF-CX protein to bind to an intracellular

target protein or biologically active portion thereof; {e.g., avidin proteins); (4) the ability to bind

BRA protein; or (5) the ability to specifically bind an anfi-FGF-CX protein antibody.

Antisense

Another aspect of the invention pertains to isolated antisense nucleic acid molecules that

are hybridizable to or complementary to the nucleic acid molecule comprising the nucleotide
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sequence ofSEQ ID NO:, . or fragments, analogs or derivatives .hereof. An "an.rsense- nuc.e.e

1 conrpnses a nucieofide se,ue„ee iha, is c„.p>e.e„.ry .o a "sense^' nueieic acid encod.ng a

prorein . comple.emary .„ .he cod.ng s.rand of a doublcranded cDNA nrolecu e or

„„p,en,e„.ar, .0 an nrRNA sec,„e„ce. „ specific aspecs, an.isense nucleic acid nro ecuies .e

Jded .ha. con,pr,se a se,„e„ce con,p,en.en.ar, .o a. ,eas. ahou, ,0. 25, 50. >0 . 250 or 500

„uc,eo,ides or an en.ire FOF-CX coding s.rand. or .0 only a porrion .hereof Nucle.c acd

molecules encoding fragmen.s. homoiogs. d=riva„ves and analogs of aFGF« pro.cn of SEQ

,D N0:2 or an.isense nucleic acids con,p,eme„.ary .o a FGF-CX nucleic acd sequence ofSEQ

ID NO: 1 are additionally provided.

,n one embodimen,. an an.isense nucleic acid molecule is ^.isense .o a cod,ng reg.on

of ,he coding srrand of a „ucleo.ide sequence encoding FGF-CX. The .erm "coding reg.on

.fers .0 *e region of .he „ucleo.,de sequence comprismg codons which are .rans a.ed m^o

amino acd residues .
.he pro.ein coding region of human FGF-CX corresponds .„ SEQ ID

N0.2) m anorher en,b„d,me„., .he an.isense nucleic acid molecule is an.isense .o a noncod.ng

.egion" of .he coding s.ra„d of a nucleotide sequence encoding FGF-CX. The .em. nonco rng

region" refers .o 5' and y sequences which flank .he coding reg.on .ha. are no. .ra.sla.ed ,n.o

amino acids (,.., also referred .0 as 5' and 3' un.ransla.ed regions).

Given .he coding s.rand sequences encoding FGF-CX disclosed herem SEQ ID

NO- . , anrisense nucleic acids of .he inven.ion can he designed according .o *e rules of Wa.son

and Cri'clc or Hoogs.een base pairing. The anusense nucle.c acid molecule can be

complememar, ,0 .he e„.ire coding region ofFGF-CX mRNA, bu. more preferably ,s

^
oligonucleoride .ha. is anusense .o only a portion of .he coding or noncoding reg,on of FGF-CX

mRNA. For example, fte an.isense oligonucleo.ide can be complememary .o *e reg.on

surroundrng .he .ransla.ion s.ar. s,.e ofFGF-CX mRNA. An a„.isense oligonuCeoUde can be,

for example, abou. 5, 10. 15, 20, 25. 30, 35, 40, 45 or 50 nucleoUdes m ,eng.h. An anusense

nucleic acid of .he inven.ion can be cons.ruc.ed using chemical syn.hesis or enzyma..c Uga.,on

reacions using procedures known in .he ari. For example, an a„.isense nucleic acd
,

an

aniisense oligonucleo.ide) can be chemically syn.hesized using na.urally occumng nucleo.. es

„: variously modified nucleoUdes designed .0 increase *e biological s.bili,y of .he molecules or

,0 increase .he physical s,abili.y of .he duplex forced be.ween .he anusense and sense nucle.c

acids . g phosphoro.hioa.e deriva.ives and acridine subs.i.u.ed nucleoUdes can be used.
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Examples of modined nucleotides ,ha. can be used .0 generate the antisense nucle.c acd

,„cMe: 5.fluotouracil, 5-b^ouracn, 5-chlor„utac„, 5-iodouraci.. hypoxantWne xanth.ne.

4.ace,ylcv,osine. 5.,carboxyhydroxylme.hyl) umci:. 5-carboxymethylaminome,hyl-

2.,hiound,„e.
5.ca,boxyme,hy,a.inome.hyluraci,.

dihydrouracil, be,a-D-ga,actosyl,uecs,ne,

inosine, N6-is„pent=„yladeninc. ,-me,hy,guanine, l-tnethylincsine, 2,2-di.ethy,guan,„e.

2.n,e.hyladeni„e. 2-me.hylgua„ine, 3-methylcytosine. 5-me.hylcy.osi„e. N6-aden,„e,

7-n,e,hylguanine.5-methyla,ninometbyluracil,5-n,ethoxyaminon,ethyl-2-,h,ourac,l,

beta-D-mannosylqueosine,
5'-methoxyca,boxy™e,hylu,acil.

5-meth„xyurac,l,

2..ethy.,hio.N6-isope„teny,adeni„e,
uraC-S-oxyacetic acid (y), wybu.oxos.ne

pseudouracd.

,„eosi„e, 2..hiocytosine. 5.me,hy,-2.th,ouraci,, 2.thiouraci,, 4-tbiouraci,, S-ntethyiutacd,

™.n-5.oxyace.ic acid methylestet. urac,.-5-oxyacetic acid (v), 5-me.hy,-2.th,ou,ac.,,

3-,3-an,ino-3-N.2-carb„xypropyl) uracil, (acp3)w, and 2,6.diant,nopuri„e. Altcmatrvely^ the

antisense nuCeic acid can be produced biologically using an expression vector into wh,c a

nucleic acid has been subc.oned in an antisense orientafon (,..
,
RNA .ra„scr*e front

inserted nucleic acid wtll be of a„ antisense orientatton to a targe, nucleic acd of tnterest.

described further in the following subsection)^

The ^.hsense nucleic acid molecules of the invention are typically adnnn.stered to a

subject or generated ,„ such that they hybridize with or bind to cellular ntRNA and/or

genomic DNA encoding a FGF-CX protein to thereby inhtbit expression of the prote.n. ... by

Lbitin, tra^scnption and/or translation. The hybridization can be by conventronal nuc cot*

complementarity to form a stable duplex, or. for example, m the case of an ant.sense nucletc c.d

molecule that binds ,0 DNA duplexes, through specific interactions in the m.^ groove o the

double helix. An example of a route of admmistration of antisense nucleic acd molecules of the

Invention includes direct tnjection at a tissue site. Alternatively, antisense nucletc ac.d

molecules can be modified to target selected cells and then administered system.cally. For

example, for systemic administration, antisense molecules can be mod.fied such that they

pecifiCly bild to receptors or anfgens expressed on a selected cell surface, by
hnlcmg the

Insense nuclcc acid molecules to peptides or antibodtes that bind to cell surface receptors or

antigens. The antisense nucleic acid molecules can also be delivered to cells usmg t^e vectors

descnbed herein. To achieve sufficient intracellular concentratrons of antisense molecules.
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vector construes ,„ which .he an.isense n„cle,c acid molecule is placed under the control of a

strong polll or pol 111 promoter are preferred.

,„ yet another embodtment. the antisense nucletc acid molecule of the invention ,s an

„.anomeric nucleic acid molecule. An c-anomeric nucleic acid molecule fomts specftc

5 double-stranded hybrids with complementary RNA in which, contrary to the usual p-umts. the

strands ruu parallel to each other (Gaultier « (.987, Nucleic AcUs 15: 6625-664,) The

antisense nucleic acid molecule can also comprtse a 2'-o-methy,rib„„ucleotide (Inoue . a

(1987, Nucleic Acids Res 15: 6131-6148, or a chimeric RNA -DNA analogue (Inoue e, al (1987,

raSSieH 215: 327-330,.

10 Ribozymes and PNA moieties

Such modifications include, by way of nonlimiting example, modified bases, and nucleic

acids whose sugar phosphate backbones are modified or denvatized. These mod.fications are

carried out at least in part ,„ enhance the chemtcal stability of the modified nucleic actd, such

that they may be used, for example, as amisense binding nucleic acids in therapeutic apphcattons

15 in a subject.
.

In still another embodiment, an antisense nucleic acid of the invention >s a nbozyme.

Rtbozymes are catalytic RNA molecules with ribonuclease activity that are capable of cleavtng a

single-stranded nucleic add, such as an mRNA, to which they have a complementary regton.

Thus, ribozymes (..,., hatnmerhead ribozymes (described in Haselhoff and Gerlach (198 )

20 Nalure 334:585-591,) can be used to catalytically cleave FGF-CX mRNA transcripts to thereby

tritihit translation ofFOF-CX mRNA. A ribozyme having specificity for a FGF-CX-encod,ng

nucletc acd can be designed ba^d upon the nucleotide sequence of a FGF-CX DNA disclosed

herein (, c SEQ ID NO:,). For example, a derivative of a Tetrahymena L-19 IVS RNA can be

constructed in whtch the nucleotide sequence of the acttve site is complementary to the

25 nucleotide sequence to be cleaved in a FOF-CX-encoding mRNA. Sec, e.,.. Ceeh c. al. l^S.

Pat NO 4987,071;andCech../.U.S.Pat.No.5,ll6,742.
Alternatively, FOF-CX mRNA can

be used to select a catalytic RNA having a specific ribonuclease activity from a pool of RNA

molecules. See, Battel „/.,(l993)Sctoc. 261:1411-1418.

Alternatively. FOF-CX gene expression can be tnhibited by targeting nucleotide

30 sequences complementa^ to the regulatory regton of the FOF-CX (e...
.
the ^ P™"-

and/or enhancers) to fom, triple helical structures that prevent transcription of the FOF-CX gene
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25

30

,„ .arget ceUs. See generally, Helene, Om)A..ic.n.er Dr., Des. 6: 569-84: Helene. e, al

(mi) Ann NX Acad Set. 660:27-36; and Maher(1992) B.oassays 14: 807-15.

,„ various embodiments, the nucle.c acids ofFGF-CX can be modified a. .he base

mo,e.y, sugar moiery or phosphate backbone .o improve. .... .he stab,li.y, hybnd.zation or

solubility of .he molecule. For example, .he deoxyribose phosphate backbone of .he nucletc

acids can be modtfied to generate peptide nuele.c acids (see Hyrup e, a,. (1996, Bioor, M.d

a.. 4- 5-23). AS used herein, fte .erms "pep.ide nucletc acids" or "PNAs- refer to nucle.c acd

mimics . g. DNA mimics, in which .he deoxyribose phosphate backbone is replaced by a

pseudopeptide backbone and only .he four natural nucleobases are retained. The neutral

backbone of PNAs has been shov.n .0 alio, for specific hybridizarion .o DNA and RNA under

conditions of low ionic strength. The synthesis of PNA oligomers can be performed usmg

standard solid phase peprtde symhesis pro.ocols as described in Hyrup a^ (.996) above:

Perry-O'Keefe e, al. (1996) PNAS 93: 14670-675.

PNAs of FGF-CX can be used in therapeutic and diagnostic applications. For example,

PNAS can be used as antisense or antigene agents for sequence-specific modulatton of gene

expression by, e,. inducing transcription or translation arrest o, inhtbi.ing replication^ PNAs of

FGF-CX can also be used, e.g.. in the analysis of single base pair mutations in a gene by, eg

PNA directed PCR clamping; as artificial restriction enzymes when used in combination w,.h

oUter enzymes, e g, SI nucleases (Hyrup B. (.996) above); or as probes or primers for DNA

sequence and hybridization (Hyrup e, al (.996). above; Perry-O'Keefe (.996). above .

,„ another embodiment, PNAs ofFGF-CX can be modified, e.g., to enhance thetr

stability or cellular uptake, by attaching .ipophilie or other helper groups to PNA, by the

formation ofPNA-DNA chimeras, or by the use of liposomes or other techniques of drug

delivery known in the art. For example, PNA-DNA chimeras ofFGF-CX can he generated that

ma, combine the advantageous properiies ofPNA and DNA. Such chimeras allow DNA

recognition enzymes, e.g. , RNase H and DNA polymerases, to interact with the DNA port.on

whtle the PNA pori.on would provtde high binding affinity and specificity, PNA-DNA c tmeras

can be linked using Unkers of appropriate lengths selected in terms of base stacking, number of

bonds between the nucleobases, and orientation (Hyrup (1996) above). The synthests of

PNA-DNA chimeras can be performed as described in Hyrup (1996) above and Ftnn e, al

(1996) Nucl AM. Res 24: 3357-63. For example, a DNA chain can be synthesized on a sohd
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.uppor. using standard phospho.n,idUe coupling che.is,,,,- mc<i.fied nucieos.de analog.

.
r5'-(4-n,ethoxy.ri.y„an>.no-5'-aeoxy.,hyn,id,ne

phosphora^idi.e. can be used between ,he

PNA and ,he 5' end ofDNA (Mag e, a,. (,98„*cMc,..« .7-. 5973-88). PNA monomers are

3' DNA segment (Finn « al. (1996) above). Alternatively, chinteric molecules can be

synthesized with a 5' DNA segment and a 3' PNA segment. See, Petersen (1975,
B.oor,

Med Chem Lett S: 1119-11124.

In other embodiments, the oligonucleotide may include other appended groups such as

peptides (...., for targettng host cell receptors ,„ or agents
'"^

eel, membrane (see, Letsinger . 1989, Pro. Ua, A.., Sc. V S.,
8^«^^«

Lemaitre e, <,,., ,987, Proc. Na,l Ac.,. SU 84:648-652; PCT Publicafon No. W088/098,0) or

.he blood-brain barrier (see, PCT Publication No. W089„0,34). In addition,

oligonucleotides can be modified with hybridization triggered cleavage agents (See ..g., Krol

,988 B.oTec>.n>,ucs 6:958-976) or intercalattng agents. (See, Zon, 1988.PW. Res.

5. '539.549) To this end, the oligonucleotide may be conjugated to another molecule, e.g.. a

peptide, a hybridization triggered cross-ltnking agent, a transpori agent, a hybridization-triggered

cleavage agent, etc.

FGF-CX polypeptides

The novel protein of the invention includes the FGF-CX-like protein whose sequence is

provided in FlG. 1 (SEQ ID N0:2). The invention also includes a mutant or variant protetn any

of whose residues may be changed from the corresponding restdue shown ,n FIG. ,
wh.le s„l.

encoding a protein that maintains its FOF-CX-,ike activities and physiological functtons, or a

functional Igmentthereoflnthe
mutant or variant protein, up to 20% or moteoftherestdues

may be SO changed. ..11
in general, an FGF-CX -like variam that preserves FGF-CX-like functton tncludes any

variant in which residues at a part.cular position m the sequence have been substituted by other

amino acids, and teher tnCude the possibaity of inserting an addttiona, residue or restdues

between two residues of the parem protein as well as the possibility of deleting one or more

residues from the parent sequence. Any amino acid substitution, insertion, or deletton ,s

encompassed by the invention. In fav„rab,e circumstances, the substitution is a conservat.ve
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substitution as defined above. Furthennore. wUhout Hn.it.ng the scope of the invention, the

following posU.ons .n Table 2 (us.ng the numbering provided in SEQ ID N0:2) may be

LtitutLas.dicated,suchthatamuta.

of the substUutions md.cated. The suggested substitutions do not Unnt the range of possible

substitutions that may be made at a given position.

TABLE 2.

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Position

6:

9:

10:

11:

15:

16:

17:

19:

21:

31:

33:

35:

38:

39:

40:

42:

43:

48:

51:

53:

54:

55:

56:

58:

61:

78:

80:

82:

84:

85:

90:

103

115

123

128

135

Possible Substitution

Glu to Asp

Gly to Ser, Thr, or Asn

Phe to Tyr

Leu to Phe or He

Glu to Asp

Gly to Ala

Leu to lie or Val

Gin may be deleted

Val to Phe or lie

Gly to Lys, Arg, Ser, or Ala

Arg to Lys or Ser

Pro to Leu or Val

Gly to Asn or Ser

Glu to Asp

Arg to Lys, His, or Pro

Ser to Thr, Ala, or Gly

Ala to Gin, Asn, or Ser

Ala to Ser or Gly

Gly to Ala

Gly to Ala or deleted

Ala to Gly, Val, or deleted

Ala to Ser or Thr

Gin to Asp, Glu, or Asn

Ala to Ser, Thr, Asn, Gin, Asp, or Glu

His to Gin, Asn, Lys, or Arg

Gin to Asn, Glu, or Asp

Leu to Phe or He

Asp to Glu, Asn, or Gin

Ser to Asn, Thr, or Gin

Val to He

Gin to Asn or Lys

Val to He

Ser to Thr

Asp to Glu

Tyr to Phe

Ser to Thr, Gin, or Asn
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138

155

159

161

166

177

181

198

199

207

209

211

He to Val or Leu

lie to Leu

Gly to Val or Ala

Thr to Ser

Phe to Tyr

Asp to Glu

Ser to Ala or Thr

Glu to Asp

Arg to Lys

Leu to lie or Val

Met to any residue

Thr to Ser

One aspect of .he invemion pertains to isolated FGF-CX proteins, and biologically acve

portions U^ereof, or derivatives, fragments, analogs or homologs thereof. Also provided are

polypeptide fragments suitable for ttse as immunogens to raise a„ti-FGF-CX anttbodtes. In one

embodiment, native FQF-CX proteins can be isolated from cells or tissue sources by an

appropriate purification scheme using standard protein purification techniques. In another

embodiment, FGF-CX proteins are produced by recombinam DNA techniques. AUemattve to

recombinant expression, a FGF-CX protein or polypeptide can be synthesized chemically us.ng

standard peptide synthesis techniques.

An "isolated- or "purified" protein or biologically active portion thereof is substanttally

free of cellular material or other contaminating proteins from the cell or tissue source from whtch

the FGF-CX protein is derived, or substanttally free from chemical precursors or other chem.cals

when chemically synthesized. The language "substantially free of cellular material" includes

preparations ofFGF-CX protein in which *e protein is separated from cellular components of

the cells from whrch i, is isolated or recombinantly produced. In one embodiment, the language

"subst^tially free of cellular material" includes preparations ofFGF-CX protein having less than

abom 30% (by dty weight) of non-FGF-CX protein (also referred to herein as a "contam.nattng

protein"), more preferably less than about 20% of non-FGF-CX protein, still more preferably less

than about 10% of non-FGF-CX protein, and most preferably less than about 5% non-FGF-CX

protein When the FGF-CX protein or biologically active portion thereof is recombtnantly

produced, it is also preferably substantially free of culture medium, U. culture medtum

represents less than about 20%. more preferably less than about 10%, and most preferably less

than about 5% of the volume of the protein preparation.
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The language "substantially free of chemical precursors or other chemicals" includes

preparations of FGF-CX protein in which the protein .s separated from chemical precursors or

other chemicals that are involved m the synthesis of the protein. In one embodiment, the

language "substantially free of chemical precursors or other chemicals" includes preparations of

FGF-CX protein having less than about 30% (by dry weight) of chemical precursors or

non-FGF-CX chemicals, more preferably less than about 20% chemical precursors or non-FGF-

CX chemicals, still more preferably less than about 10% chemical precursors or non-FGF-CX

chemicals, and most preferably less than about 5% chemical precursors or non-FGF-CX

chemicals.

Biologically active portions of a FGF-CX protein include peptides comprising amino acid

sequences sufficiently homologous to or derived from the amino acid sequence of the FGF-CX

protein, e.g., the amino acid sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:2 that include fewer amino acids

than the full length FGF-CX proteins, and exhibit at least one activity of a FGF-CX protein.

Typically, biologically active portions comprise a domain or motif with at least one activity of

the FGF-CX protein. A biologically active portion of a FGF-CX protein can be a polypeptide

which is. for example, 10, 25, 50, 100 or more amino acids in length.

A biologically active portion of a FGF-CX protein of the present invention may contam

at least one of the above-identified domains conserved between the FGF family of proteins.

Moreover, other biologically active portions, in which other regions of the protein are deleted,

can be prepared by recombinant techniques and evaluated for one or more of the functional

activities of a native FGF-CX protein.

In an embodiment, the FGF-CX protein has an amino acid sequence shown in SEQ ID

NO-2 In other embodiments, the FGF-CX protein is substantially homologous to SEQ ID N0:2

and retains the functional activity of the protein of SEQ ID N0:2, yet differs in amino acid

sequence due to natural allelic variation or mutagenesis, as described in detail below.

Accordingly, in another embodiment, the FGF-CX protein is a protein that comprises an amino

acid sequence at least about 45% homologous to the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID N0:2 and

retains the functional activity of the FGF-CX proteins of SEQ ID N0:2.

Determining homology between two or more sequences

To determine the percem homology of two amino acid sequences or of two nucleic acids,

the sequences are aligned for optimal comparison purposes (e.g. .
gaps can be introduced in either
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of the sequences being compared for optimal alignment between the sequences). The ammo acid

residues or nucleotides at corresponding amino acid positions or nucleotide positions are then

compared. When a position in the first sequence is occupied by the same amino acid residue or

nucleotide as the corresponding position in the second sequence, then the molecules are

homologous at that position (/..., as used herein amino acid or nucleic acid "homology" .s

equivalent to amino acid or nucleic acid "identity").

The nucleic acid sequence homology may be determined as the degree of identity

between two sequences. The homology may be determined using computer programs known in

the art such as GAP software provided in the GCG program package. See, Needleman and

Wunsch 1970 J Mol Biol 48: 443-453. Using GCG GAP software with the following settings for

nucleic acid sequence comparison: GAP creation penalty of 5.0 and GAP extension penalty of

0 3 the coding region of the analogous nucleic acid sequences referred to above exhibits a

degree of identity preferably of at least 70%, 75%, 8O0/0, 85o/o, 90%, 95%, 9^, or 99o/o, with the

CDS (encoding) part of the DNA sequence shown in SEQ ID NO: 1

.

The term "sequence identity" refers to the degree to which two polynucleotide or

polypeptide sequences are identical on a residue-by-residue basis over a particular region of

comparison. The term "percentage of sequence identity" is calculated by comparing two

optimally aligned sequences over that region of comparison, detennining the number of positions

at which the identical nucleic acid base (e.g., A, T, C, G, U, or I, in the case of nucleic acids)

occurs in both sequences to yield the number of matched positions, dividing the number of

matched positions by the total number of positions in the region of comparison (i.e., the window

size), and multiplying the result by 100 to yield the percentage of sequence identity. The term

"substantial identity" as used herein denotes a characteristic of a polynucleotide sequence,

wherein the polynucleotide comprises a sequence that has at least 80 percent sequence identity,

preferably at least 85 percent identity and often 90 to 95 percent sequence identity, more usually

at least 99 percent sequence identity as compared to a reference sequence over a comparison

region The term "percentage of positive residues" is calculated by comparing two optimally

aligned sequences over that region of comparison, determining the number of positions at which

the identical and conservative amino acid substitutions, as defined above, occur in both

sequences to yield the number of matched positions, dividing the number of matched positions
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by the total number of positions in the region of comparison (i.e.. the window size), and

multiplying the result by 100 to yield the percentage of positive residues.

Chimeric and fusion proteins

invention also provides FGF-CX chimeric or fusion proteins. As used herein, a

FGF-CX "chimeric protein" or "fusion protein" comprises a FGF-CX polypeptide operanvely

linked to a non-FGF-CX polypeptide. A "FGF-CX polypeptide" refers to a polypeptide hav.ng

an amino acid se,uence corresponding to FGF-CX, whereas a "non-FGF-CX polypeptide" refers

,0 a polypeptide having an amino acid sequence corresponding to a protein that ,s not

substantially homologous to the FGF-CX protein, eg,, a protein that is different from the FGF-

CX protein and that is derived from the same or a different organism. Within a FGF-CX fuston

protein the FGF-CX polypeptide can correspond to all or a portion of a FGF-CX protein. In one

embodiment, a FGF-CX fusion protein comprises at least one biologically active portton of a

FGF-CX protein. In another embodiment, a FGF-CX fusion protein comprises at least two

biologically active portions of a FGF-CX protein. Within the fusion protein, the term

"„«ratively Unked" is intended to indicate that the FGF-CX polypeptide and the non-FGF-CX

polypeptide are fused in-fr»,e to each other. The non-FGF-CX polypeptide can be fused to the

N-terminus or C-terminus of the FGF-CX polypeptide.

For example, in one embodimem a FGF-CX fusion protein comprises a FGF-CX

polypeptide operably linked to the extracellular domain of a second protein. Such fuston

proteins can be further uttlized in screening assays for compounds that modulate FGF-CX

activity (such assays are described in detail below).

,„ another embodiment, the fusion protein is a OST-FGF-CX fusion protein in whtch the

FGF-CX sequences are fused to the C-terminus of the GST (i.e.. glutathione S-transferase)

sequences. Such fosion proteins can facilitate the purification of recombinant FGF-CX.

m yet another embodiment, the fusion protein is a FGF-CX protein contatmng a

heterologous signal sequence a. its N-terminus. For example, the native FGF-CX s.gnal

sequence (i e amino acids 1 to 20 ofSEQ ID N0:2 ) can be removed and replaced wtth a s.gnal

sequence from another protein. In certain host cells mammalian host cells), express.on

and/or secretion ofFGF-CX can be increased through use of a heterologous signal sequence.

,„ another embodiment, the fttsion protein is a FGF-CX-immunoglobulin fusion protetn

i„ which the FGF-CX sequences comprising one or more domains are fused to sequences denved
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from a member of .he immunoglobulin prolem family. The FGF-CX-immu„oglobulin fus.on

proteins of .he ,nve„.ion ean be ineorpora.ed in.o pharmaceu.,cal composi.ions and adm.n.s.ered

,0 a subjec. .o inhib,. an in.eraC.on be.ween a FGF-CX Hgand and a FOF-CX pro.ein on .he

surface of a cell, .o .hereby suppress FOF-CX-media.ed signal .ransduc.ion ,7. v,vo. In one

„„„.imi.ing example, a con.empla.ed FOF-CX ligand of .he inven.ion ,s ,he FGF-CX recep.or.

The FGF-CX-immunoglobulin fusion pro.eins can be used .0 affec. .he bioavailab.luy of a FGF-

CX cognale ligand. Inhibilion of .he FGF-CX ligand/FGF-CX imerac.ion may be useful

.herapeu.ically for both .he .rea.men. of proiifera.ive and differen.ia.ive disorders, as well as

modula.ing (..«., promo.ing or inhibi.ing) cell survival. Moreover, .he FOF-CX-

immunoglobulin fusion pro.eins of .he inven.,on can be used as immunogens ,o produce

a„„.FGF-CX anlibodies in a subjeC, .0 purify FGF-CX ligands, and in screening assays <o

identify molecules .ha, inhibi. .he in.erac.ion of FOF-CX with a FGF-CX ligand.

A FGF-CX chimeric or fusion prolein of .he inven.ion can be produced by s.andard

recombinan. DNA .echniqucs. For example, DNA fragmenls codmg for .he differen.

polypep.ide sequences are liga.ed .oge.her in-frame in accordance wi.h conven.ional .echmques.

. , by employing blun.-ended or smgger-ended .ermini for liga.ion, res.r,c.ion enzyme

dig;s,ion ,0 pr;vide for appropriate termini, filling-in of cohes.ve ends as appropriate, alkahne

phosphatase .rea.men, to avoid undesirable joining, and enzymatic ligation. In another

embodimen.. .he fusion gene can be synthesized by conven.ional techniques including automated

DNA synthesizers. Alternatively, PCR amplifcation of gene ftagments can be carried out ustng

anchor primers that give rise to complement^ overhangs between two consecufve gene

fragments that can subsequently be annealed and reamplifted to generate a chimenc gene

sequence (see. for example, Ausubel et al. (eds.) Cuk.b.. P.otocous B.OLOOV,

John Wiley & Sons, 1992). Moreover, many expression vectors are commercially avadable ha.

already encode a fusion moiely (...a GST polypeptide). A FGF-CX-encoding nucleic add can

be cloned into such an expression vector such .ha. .he fuston moiety is linked in-frame to the

FGF-CX protein.

FGF-CX agonists and antagonists

The present invention also pertains to variams of .he FGF-CX pro.eins .ha. funCion as

ei.her FGF-CX agon,s.s (mime.ics) or as FOF-CX an.agonis.s. Variams of .he FOF-CX protem

can be generated by mutagenesis, e.g.. discrete point mutation or truncat.on of the FOF-CX
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protein. An agonist of the FGF-CX protein can retain substantially the same, or a subset of, the

biological activities of the naturally occurring form of the FGF-CX protem. An antagonist of the

FGF-CX protein can inhibit one or more of the activities of the naturally occurring form of the

FGF-CX protein by, for example, competitively binding to a downstream or upstream member of

a cellular signaling cascade which includes the FGF-CX protein. Thus, specific biological

effects can be elicited by treatment with a variant of limited function. In one embodiment,

treatment of a subject with a variant having a subset of the biological activities of the naturally

occurring form of the protein has fewer side effects in a subject relative to treatment with the

naturally occurring form of the FGF-CX proteins.

Variants of the FGF-CX protein that function as either FGF-CX agonists (mimetics) or as

FGF-CX antagonists can be identified by screening combinatorial libraries of mutants, e.g.,

truncation mutants, of the FGF-CX protein for FGF-CX protein agonist or antagonist activity. In

one embodiment, a variegated library ofFGF-CX variants is generated by combinatorial

mutagenesis at the nucleic acid level and is encoded by a variegated gene library. A variegated

library ofFGF-CX variants can be produced by, for example, enzymatically ligating a mixture of

synthetic oligonucleotides into gene sequences such that a degenerate set of potential FGF-CX

sequences is expressible as individual polypeptides, or alternatively, as a set of larger fusion

proteins {e.g., for phage display) containing the set of FGF-CX sequences therein. There are a

variety of methods which can be used to produce libraries of potential FGF-CX variants from a

20 degenerate oligonucleotide sequence. Chemical synthesis of a degenerate gene sequence can be

performed in an automatic DNA synthesizer, and the synthetic gene then ligated into an

appropriate expression vector. Use of a degenerate set of genes allows for the provision, in one

mixture, of all of the sequences encoding the desired set of potential FGF-CX sequences.

Methods for synthesizing degenerate oligonucleotides are known in the art (see, e.g., Narang

(1983) Tetrahedron 39:3; Itakura et al. (1984) Annu Rev Biochem 53:323; Itakura et al. (1984)

Science 198:1056; Ike et al. (1983) NuclAcid Res 1 1 :477.

Polypeptide libraries

In addition, libraries of fragments of the FGF-CX protein coding sequence can be used to

generate a variegated population of FGF-CX fragments for screening and subsequent selection of

30 variants of a FGF-CX protein. In one embodiment, a library of coding sequence fragments can

be generated by treating a double stranded PCR fragment of a FGF-CX coding sequence with a

25
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nuclease under condH.ons where.n nicking occurs only about once per molecule, denarunng ,he

double stranded DNA. rena.urtng the DNA to form double stranded DNA that can include

sense/antiscnsc pairs from different nicked products, removing single stranded portions front

reformed duplexes by treatment wth SI nuclease, and ligating the resulting fragment hbrary tnto

an expression vector. By this method, an expression library can be derived which encodes

N-terminal and internal fragments of various sizes of the FGF-CX protetn.

Several techniques are known in the art for screening gene products of combtnatonal

libraries made by point mutations or truncation, and for screening cDNA Itbraries for gene

products having a selected property. Such techniques are adaptable for rapid screening of the

gene libraries generated by the combinatorial mutagenesis of FGF-CX proteins. The most

widely used techniques, which arc amenable to high throughput analysis, for screemng large

gene libraries typically include cloning the gene library into replieable expression vectors,

transforming appropriate cells with the resulting library of vectors, and expresstngfte

combinatonal genes under conditions in which detection of a desired activity facilitates ,solat,on

of the vector encoding the gene whose product was detected. Recrusive ensemble mutagenests

(RFM) a new technique that enhances the frequency of functional mutants in the librartes, can

be used in combination w,th the screening assays .o identify FGF-CX variants (Arkin and

Yourvan (1992) PNAS 89:781 1-7815; Delgrave al. (1993) Protein Engineenng 6:327-331),

Anti-FGF-CX Antibodies

The invention further encompasses antibodies and antibody fragments, such as F.. or

(F..), that bind tmmunospecifieally to any of the proteins of the invention.

An isolated FGF-CX protein, or a portion or fragment thereof, can be used as an

immunogen to generate antibodies that bind FGF-CX using standard techmques for polyclonal

and monoclonal antibody preparation. Full-length FGF-CX protetn can be used. Altemattvely,

the invention provides antigenic peptide fragmems of FGF-CX for use as immunogens. The

antigenic peptide ofFGF-CX comprises at least 4 amino acid residues of the am.no aetd

sequence shown in SEQ ID N0:2. The antigenic peptide encompasses an ep.tope of FGF-CX

such that an antibody raised against the peptide forms a specific immune complex w,th FGF-CX.

The antigcmc peptide may comprise at least 6 aa residues, at least 8 aa residues, at least 10 aa

residues, at least 1 5 aa restdues, at least 20 aa residues, or a. least 30 aa residues. In one
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e„bod,me„t of .he invention, .he an.igenic pep.ide composes a polypep.ide comprising a, leas, 6

contiguous amino acids of SEQ ID N0:2.

,n an embod,men. of .he invention, epitopes encompassed by the antigenic pept.dc are

regions of FGF-CX that are located on .he surface of .he protem, hydrophihc regtons. A

Jdrophobicity analysis of the human FOF-CX protein sc,ue„ce, shown in FIG. 4, indicates that

L regtons between amino acids amtno actds 30-50 and amino acds ,20-195 are par.,cularly

hydrophtlic and, therefore, are liMy to encode surface residues useful for targettng anttbody

production. As a means for targeting antibody production, hydropathy plots showing rcg.ons of

hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity may be generated by any method we.l known in the art^

.ncludtng, for example, .he Kyte Doolittle or .he Hopp Woods methods, ei.her wit or w..hou

Fourier transformation. See. Hopp and Woods, ,981, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sc. USA 78. 824-

3828; Kyte and Doolihie ,982. 3. Mol. Bio,. ,57: ,05.,42. each tncorpora.ed here.n by reference

in their entirety.
. .

AS disclosed herein, FGF-CX pro.ern sequence ofSEQ ID N0:2. or denva.,ves.

fragmen,s. analogs or homologs thereof, may be utilized as immunogens in the generat.on of

a„.Lies that immunospeeifically-btnd these prcein componcms. The .erm "annbody as used

herein refers to immunoglobulin molecules and immunologically active portions of

immunoglobulin molecules, i.e.. molecules that contain an anttgen binding si.e *a. spec.ftcally

binds (immunoreacs w,*) an an.igen. such as FOF-CX. Such antibodies .nclude. but are not

Hmitcd to, polyclonal, monoclonal,
chimeric, single chain. F. and F«. fragments, and an F.

expression libmry. In a specific embodiment, antibodies .o human FGF-CX pro.eins are

disclosed Various procedures known wtthin the art may be used for fte produCon of

polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies to a FGF-CX protein sequence of SEQ ID N0:2 or

derivauve, fragment, analog or homolog thereof. Some of these proteins are discussed be^w.

For the production of polyclonal antibodies, various suirable hos. animals (e.g.
.

rabb.t.

goat mouse or ofter mammal) may be immunized by injection with the native protem. or a

syn.he.icvarian. thereof, or a derivative of the foregoing. An appropriate immunogcmc

preparation can contain, for example, recombman.ly expressed FOF-CX protein or a chem.cally

synthesized FGF-CX polypeptide. The preparation can further include an adjuvan.. Vanous

, adjuvams used to increase .he tmmunological response tnclude. but are not limited .o. reund s

(eomplce and incomplete,, mineral gels ,c... aluminum hydroxide, surface active substances
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, „so,eci,hi„. pluronic polyols, polyanions, peptides, oi, emulsions. d,„i,rophe„o,. e,c,).

H^an adiuvan. such as B..,, C.....a.er. and Cory.e,a.....,an..^^
i„™„os,imu,a,ory agents. If desired, the antibody molecules directed agatnst FGF-CX can

Led fron, the ntamnra. . from the blood, and further purrfied by .ell lcno„n teclun,ues.

such as protein A chromatography to obtain the IgG fracuon.

The tern, "tnonoclonal antibody" or "ntonoolonal antibody composition-, as used he.tn,

refers to a populauon of antibody molecules that contain only one species of an ant.gen btndtng

reieriiuaHH
cvav CX A monoc ona antibody

sue capable of immunoreacting w.h a part.cular ept.ope of FGF-CX. A mono

composition thus typ.cally displays a single binding affinity for a parttcular FGF-CX ,.ot tn

..h which it tmmunoreacts. For preparation of monoclonal antibodies directed towards a

particular FGF-CX pro,e,„, or derivatives, fragments, analogs or homologs thereof any

echnique that provides for the production of anfbody molecules by contmuous eel l,ne cultu e

lay bl utilized. Such .eclu,i,ues include, but are not hmited to, the hybridoma .«h„,c,ue (see

Kohler & Milstein, .975 Na,ure 256: 495-497); the tr,oma technique; the human B-ce 1

hybridoma techm.ue (see Kozbor. . 19B3 To,ay 4; 72) and the EBV hybndoma

l,ue to produce human monoclonal anttbodies ,see Cole, e. .1. 19.5 In;

A.™oo,.s ™d C^NCEK Thb«.pv, Alan R. Liss, Inc., pp. 77-96). Human monoclonal

antibodies may be utihzed in the practice of the present tnvention and may be produced by usmg

hlhybridomas(seeCote,..,,.9S3....../.c»-W.S.S0;2C26-20.)orby

^rsforming human B-ce,ls with Epstein Batr Virus ,„ v,,™ (see Cole, aU 9 5.

MONOCLONAL ANT.BODtBS AND CANCER THERAPY. Alan R. L,ss, Inc., pp. 77-96). Each

above citations are incorporated herein by reference in their ent,rety

According to the invention, techniques can be adapted for the producfon of s.ngle-chatn

antibodies s^cifle to a FGF-CX protein .see U.S. Paten. No. 4.946.778). In addition

methods can be adapted for the construction ofF. expression libraries (see ..g.. Huse.

,989 Scene. 246: ,275-,28„ to allow rapid ^d effective identification of monoclonal F.

fragments w.th the desired specificity for a FGF-CX protein or derivatives, fragments, analogs or

hoLogsthereof.Non-huma„antibodiescanbe"human,zed-by.echn,,ueswell.now.,*e

art see . , U.S. Patent No. 5.225.539. Each of the above citations are incorporated here, by

.ference. Antibody fragments that contam the idiotypes to a FGF-CX protein may be pro ucea

by techniques known in the art including, but not limited to: („ an F,..„ fragment produced by
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pepsin digestion of an an.ibody molecule. (,0 an F. fragmen, generated by reducng he

antibody molecule .ith papain and a reducing agent and (,v) F. fragments.

Additional,,, recombinant an.i-FGF-CX
anti^dies. such as chimerre and human.zed

monoclonal antibodies, compnstng both human and non-human portions, .hie can be made

ustng standard recombinant DNA techniques, are within the scope of the .nventt n^ Such

chrmerrc and humanized monoclonal anttbodies can be produced by recom tnant DNA

technicues toown in the art, for example usrng methods described in PCT Intemattona,

C^ionNo.PCT/USS6,0226. European Patent
App„cationNo.,S4,lS7;European Patent

A licationNo. 171,496; European Patent
ApplicationNo.l73.4,4;PCT,nternat,o„a,

I K WO86/01533
USPat.No.4,816,567;EuropeanPa.en,Appl.eat,0nNo.

"rlZl.^^^^
, nQ-3521 35'>6-

Sun././.(1987)PA^^S84-.214-218;N.shimurae/a/.

etal (mi) J Immunol. U9352\-5^~b,^\in eiui y

, , nosR^ /

;,S7,cI..«47:,9..00.Wood.«/.(l.S5,.«...3,4:44M49S^^

L Ca.cer SO:,5«.1559,; Morris„n(19S5, S.e.ce ^^^^'^^'^^ f
, ..,14..IS Pat No 5225,539;Jones£ra/.a986)iVflmre321:552-525,

Btorcc/im9"ej4;214, U.!>. fat. NO.
,

, iii.4n«.4060
, noS8^ >;.i™c« 239 1534- andBeidler e< al. (\m)Jlmmmol 141.4053 mm.

Verhoeyan el al (1988) Science lif.i^ii, <a

Each ofthe above citations are incorporated herein by reference.

,„ one embodiment, methods for the screening of antibodies thatP"--;"

specificity include, but are not limited to, enzyme-linlced
immunosorbem assay (EL SA) and

olr mlnologically-mediated techniques kno»n withtn the art. In a specific embodtment,

ItroantiL:thatarespecif,ctoapar..cu,ard„mamofaFOP.CXpro.ei„isfac,l...e^

:;nerationofhybridomasthatb,ndtothefragmentofaFOF-CXpr.em

domain Anttbodies that are specific for one or more domains wtthtn a FOF-CX protem. e.g.

dolnspann,ngthefirs.fi«yamino— restdnesspecifictoFGF-CX—^

P0F.9. or derivafives, fragments, analogs or homologs thereof, are also prov.ded h retn

Anti-FQF-CX antibodies may be used in methods known within the ar, relattng t the

..alization and,or t,„ant.tatio„ of a FGF-CX protein (e... for use in—
PGF-CX protein within appropHate phystological samples, for

'^-^^^-^"^l^'^'^^^^
, in imagmg the protein, and the like,. In a given embodiment, anfbod.es for FGF-CX protetns.
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aerivaUves, fragmems, analogs or ho^o.ogs teeof. .ha. contain .he antibody denved b.nd,ng

domain. a.e uiiiized as phamtacoiogicaily-acive
con^pounds [here.nafter "Therapeut.cs

An anti-FGF-CX an.,body (e,. , monoclonal an.ibody) can be used .o .sola.e FGF^X by

st^dard .ecbnicues. such as affini.y chromatography or immunoprecipita.ion. An anii- GF-CX

antibody can facilitate the purification of natural FGF-CX from cells and cf rccomb.namly

produced FOF.CX expressed in hos. cells. Moreover, an anti-FGF-CX anttbody can^ used

detect FGF-CX prote.n ie.,. ,n a cellular lysate or cel. supemaran.) in order to evaluate the

abundance and pattern of expression of.be FGF-CX protein. Anti-FGF-CX ant.bod.es can be

used diagnostically to monitor protein levels in .issue as par. of a clinical tesnng procedure, e.g.

,

,0
forexample,determinetheefr,caeyofagiven.rca.mentregimen.

Dc.ectton can be

ILlrtatcdby coupling„-.c..physicallyl.n.,ng,the antibody toadetectable substance. Examples

of de.cc.able subs^nces include various enzymes, prosthetic groups, fluorescent matena s,

l^inescen. ma.enals, bioluminescen. ma.enals, and rad.oaCve ma.eHals. Examples of su,.able

enzymes include borserad.sh peroxidase, alkaline phosphaiase, p-galaCosidase, or

ace.ylcholines.erase; examples of suiiable prosthetic group complexes include s„eptav,d,n/b^n

andavidin^iotin;
examples„fsui.ablefluorescen.ma.erials,nclude

umbel fero„e, uores ,n.

fluorescein isorhiocyanate, rhodamine, dichlorotnazinylamine fluorescein, dansyl chlorrde

phycoerytbrin; an example of a luminescent material includes luminol; examples of

bioluminescent materials .nclude taciferase, luciferin. and ae,uorin. and examples of su,.ble

radioacive ma.erial include 1, I, Sor H.

FGF-CX Recombinant Expression Vectors and Host Cells

Anoiher aspec. of the invention permins .o vec.ors, preferably expression vec.ors,

containing a nucleic acid encoding FGF-CX protein, or derivatives, fragments, analogs or

Homologs thereof. As used herein, the term "vector" refers to a nucleic acid molecule capable of

.ranspornng another nucleic acid .o which i. has been linked. One .ype of vec.or ,s a plasm.d ,

be hga.ed. Ano.her type of vec.or is a viral vec.or, .herein addi.ional DNA segmen.s can be

liga.ed into the vira, genome. Certain vectors are capable of autonomous replicanon m a bos^^

cell in.o whrch .hey are inrrodnced bac.erial vectors having a bacteria, or,g.n of rephcat.on

and episoma, mammalian vec.ors). 0.her vecors non-episomal mammalian vec.ors) are

integrated in.o .he genome of a hos. cell upon introduction into the host cell, and thereby are
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replicated along wi,h the hos. genome. Moreover, certain vectors are capable of directrng the

expression of genes ,o «hich they are operatively linked. Such vectors are referred to herem as

expression vectors". In genera,, expression vectors of uhli.y in rccontbinant DNA tcchn.cues

are often in .he form of plasmids. In the present speciftcation, plasntid" and vector" can be

used interchangeably as the plasn„d is the ntost commonly used form of vector. However, the

invention is intended to include such other fon.s of expression vectors, such as viral vectors

(.g .
replication defective retroviruses, adenoviruses »d adeno-associated viruses), wh.ch serve

equivalent functions.

The recombinant expression vectors of dte invention comprise a nucleic acd of the

invention in a form suitable for expression of the nucleic acid in a host cell, which means that the

recombinant expression vectors include one or more regulatory sequences, selected on Ute basts

of the hos, cells to he used for expression, that is operatively linked to the nucleic acid sequence

to be exptessed. Within a recombinant expression vector, "opcrably linked" is intended to ..can

that the nucleottdc sequence of interest is hnked to the regulatoty sequence(s) in a manner that

allows for expression of the nucleotide sequence (e.g., in an in ,i,ro transcription/translatton

system or in a host cell when the vector is introduced into the host cell). The term "regulator

sequence'' is intended to tncludes promoters, enhance, and other expression conuol elements

(e . polyadenylation signals). Such regulatory sequences are described, for example, m

Coeddel; Gene EXPRESSION TeCHNOLOOV: Methods m EN^VMOEOOV 185, Academic Press,

San Diego, Calif. ,1990). Regulatory sequences include those that direct constitutive expresston

of a nucleotide sequence in many types of host cell and those that direct expression of the

nucleodde sequence only in certain host cells (..g., tissue-specific regulatory sequences). I. w„l

be appreciated by those skilled m tite art that the design of the expression vector can depend on

such factors as the choice of the host cell to transformed, the level of expression of protem

desired etc The expression vectors of the invention can be introduced into host cells to thereby

produce protetns or peptides, including fusion pro.ems or peptides, encoded by nucleic acds as

described herein (e.g., FGF-CX proteins, mutant fot^s of FGF-CX, fusion proteins, etc.).

The recombintutt expression vectors of the invention can be designed for expresston of

FGF-CX in prokaryotic or eukaryotic cells. For example, FGF-CX can be expressed in bactertal

cells such as £. colU insect cells (using baculovirus expression vectors) yeast cells or mammaltan

cells Suitable host cells are discussed further in Goeddel, GENE EXPRESSION Technology:
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M..H0OS E.ZVMO.O.V >S5, Academic Press. San Die.o. C.i. (..90, AUen,a.ve,y ,he

promoter regulatory sequences and T7 polymerase,
, „,i,h vectors

Expression of proteins in prokaryotes is most often carried out ,n £ col. ™th

contamin, constitutive or inducible promoters directing the expression of either fuston or

a ly to t^e anuno terminus of the recombinant protein. Such fuston vectors ty.cally s...

le purposes. ,1, to tncrease expression of recombtnant protein; (2) to increase the solubtltty of

relanpotein;a„d,3,.oaldinthepurif.cation„ftbereco^^

! : ,n affini y purtflcation. Often, tn fusion expression vectors, a proteolytic c eavage .te ,s

^IcedattheluLonofthefusionmoictyandtberecombinantprotetntoe^^^^^^^^

of the recombinam protein from the fusion moiety subsequent to purtftcatton of the fu ton

p^' suchenzyLs, and their cognate recognttlon sequences, incluaeFactorXa,tht.mbm

Id nterolttnase. Typical fuston expression vectors include pGEX (Pharmaca B.otech In ;

rmi:hand,oh„son,l,SS,C...:3,.0,,pMAE(Ke.HnglandBio,abs^^^^^^^^^^^^^

pR,T5 (Pharmacia, Piscataway, N,J.) that fuse glutathione S-transferase (GST), maltose

binding protein, or protein A, respectively, to the targe, recombinant protetn.

Ex^ples of suitable inducible non-fusion E. coU expresston vectors tnclude pTrc

(Amran„.»/.,(.«).e.6,:301-3,5)andpETnd(Studier...,O..sE~

TECHNCOOV: MBTHOOS ,N E.ZVMOLOOV .85, Academic Press. San Dtego, Caltf. (.990,

'"'"

one strategy to maximize recombinant protetn expression tn £, con ,s to express the

,ote,n,nahos,bactenav.ithanimpatredcapac,tytoproteo.yt.ca..yc.eave—

iCornr::—

^

sequence oi luc
^ih\kIc,Ah et al (\992) Nucleic Acids

for each amino acid are those preferentiai.y utt.tzed ,n £ col, (Wada e, ol. (.

20.1 . .-2. .8). such alteration of nuCeic acid sequences of the invenfon can be earned

out by standard DNA synthesis techniques,

,„ another embodiment, the FGF-CX expression vector is a yeast expresston vector.

Examples of vectors for expression in yeast 5, ccri,.s.e include pYepSec. (Ba,dar,. c, oL
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0987, £A«0.6:22,-234,. pMFa (Kurjan and Her*owi.z. ,,982, C.« 30:933-943,. pmY8S

(Schuhz (1987, Gen. 54:n3-123,. pYES2 (Invitrogen Corporat.on. San D.ego. Cal.f.,.

and picZ (InVitrogen Corp, San Diego, Calif.,.

Al.ema.ively. FGF-CX can be expressed in insec. cells using baculovirus expression

vectors. Baculovirus vectors available for expression of pro.eins ,n cuUured insec. cells

SP9 cells, ,nc,ude .be pAc series (Snn,b . (1983, Mo, B.o, 3:2156-2165, and .be pVL

series (Lucklow and Summers (1989) Virolofy 170:31-39).

,n ye, an„.her embodimen,, a nucleic acid of .he invemion is expressed in mammahan

cells using a mammal.an expression vec.or. Examples of mammalian expression vecors .nclude

PCDM8 (Seed ,1987, N..ure 329:840) and pMT2PC (Kaufman (1987)
EMBOJ

I 1 87-195) When used ,n mammalian cells, ,he expression vecor's conirol ft,nc.ions are often

provded by viral regulatory elemen.s. For example, commonly used promo.ers are derived fron,

,
. J ci„i„„ Virus 40 For Cher suiBble expression

polyoma. Adenovirus 2, cy.omegalov.rus and Simian Virus 40. For o

ysLs or bo.bprokaryo.ic and eukaryoric cells. See, Chapters ,6and ,7 of Sambrook

.

;:Lc,„.C.0..c:AL.B0..™.vM..U... 2nd ed.,C0ldSpnng Harbor Laboratory,

Cold Spring Harbor Laboralory Press, Cold Spring Harbor. N.Y., 1989.

,„ anoiher embodimen.. the recombinam mammalian
expression vector .s capable

direcing expression of .he nucleic acid preferemially in a particular cell type (e.g.,

tissue-specific regula.o^ elemen.s are used to express the nucle.c acid). Tissue-spec.fic

regulatory elements are known m the art. Non-limiting examples of suitable t.sue-spec.f,e

;omo.ers include .he albumin promo.er (liver-specific: P,nker, . (1987) Gc„« Oev

, 268 '77) lymphoid-speciflc promo.ers (Calame and Ea.on (1988, ^rfv Mmmo, Ay.l^i-lli),

";:I:roL,erso;Teellrecep.ors(W.no.oandBal.imore(1989,.Mea.8™^^^^^^^

; /iQSlireH 33-729-740; Queen and Baltimore (1983) CCH

andimmunoglobulins(Banerjie/«/.(1983)C£/(33.;29
,v

.,„,R„Me
33.741-748) neuron-specific promoters (.g. , the neurofilament promoter; Byrne and Ruddle

(.989) PNAS 86:5473-5477), pancreas-specific promoters (Ediund e, a/. (1985) Science

.30-912-916,. and mammary gland-specific promoters (eg., milk whey promo.er; U.S. Pa.^No.

;873,3I6 and European Appl.cation Publication No. 264,166,. Developmentally-regu^ed

promoters are also encompassed, .g, the murine hex promoters (Kessel and Gruss (1990,

Seunce 249 374-379, and the a-fetoprotein promoter (Campes and Tilghman ,1989) Genes Dc,

30

3:537-546)
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The invention funher provides a .combinan, express.on vec.or con,pns,ng a DNA

™,ecu,e of .he invention Cone, in.o .he e.p.e.,on vec.o. ,n an an.isense onen.Uon. T ,s.

: ONA molecule ,s ope..ive„ linked .0 a .e,„ia.o.— in a .anner .ha. ai.ows or

e'p——.on of .he DNA .oieeu.e, of an R.A n,o.ec„,e .ha. is an.,sense .„ FOF-

CX L,uia.o^ sequences opera.,ve,y Un^ed ,0 a nuCeic acid Coned in .he an.,sens

CXmRNA. Keguiaiu ^ m
-^^ the antisense RNA molecule in

RNA The antisense expression vector can be in the torm 01

,„.,ui,h

Reviews-Trends in Genetics, Vol. 1(1) 1986.

.Cntc or f .hei— has been in.oduced. The .er«s "bos. ce„" and "recon,b,nar,.

wi.hin .he scope of the .erm as used herein.

FOF CX orotein can

^ host cel. can be any prokaryotic or enUaryofc ceU. For

^^^^-'^'^^l
u rnli insect cells yeast or mammalian cells (such as

heexpressed,nbac.eria,c s^h^^^^^^^^^^^^

Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO) or LU^ ceiisj.

*"'':rDKAcanbein.rod„cedin.opro.ar,o.icore„.aryo..cce,,sv,aconve«^^^^^^

„ansfom,ation or .ransfeCion .echni.ues. As used herein, .he .ern,s .ransfomta.,on and

™
!r.ion" are intended .0 refer .o a variery of ar.-reco,nized techniques for ,n.roduc,n,

transfecuon
phospha.e or calcum

f„re,,nnuc,e,cac.a...,DNA.-h
^^^^

0 chloride
co-prec.p.tat.on,DEAE-dextranmeaia

h in s»mbrook f( o/

suitable methods for transforming or transfeCing bos. cells can be found ,n Sambrook.
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CLONINO: A L.BORATO«v Manu.u 2nd ed., COM Spnng Harbo, Laboratory.

(MOLECULAR LLU
„„h„NY 1989) and other laboratory

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press. Cold Spnng Harbor, N.Y.. 1989).

"""'For stable transfection of mammalian cells, it is known that, dependtng upon the

expression vector and transfection technr,ue used, only a smail fraction of cells may mtegra e

ITreign DNA into their genome. In order to identtfy and select these integrants a gene ha

:ILleetable mar.erCe..,resistancetoa„tib,o.ics,.sge„erally
introduced ^

ells along with the gene of interest. VaHous selectable markers include those that confer

esistJto drugs, such as 0418, hygromycn and methotrexate. Nucleic acd encodmg a

Itable marker can be introduced intoahost cell onthe same vector as.hatencod,ngFG«X

be rntroducedonaseparate vector, cells stablytransfected With the mtroduc^^^^^^^^^^^^^

acid can be tdenttfied b, drug selection , cells that have incorporated the selectable marker

eene will survive, while the other cells die).

1 host cell of the inventton, such as a proka^otic or eukaryotic host eel, m culture, can

be used to produce (U., express, FGF-CX protein. Accordingly, the invention further provrdes

methods for producing FGF-CX protetn using the host cells of the invention. In one

embodiment, dte method comprises cultt^ng the host cell of invention (tnto wta* a

recombinant expression vector encoding FGF-CX has been introduced) m a suttable medtum

171 FGF-CX protein ,s produced. In another embodiment, the method ft«her compnses

isolating FGF-CX from the medium or the host cell.

Transgenic animals

The host cells of the inventron can also be used to produce nonhuman transgenic animals.

For example,
inoneembodiment.ahostcelloftheinventtonisaferti.ized

oocyte oran

embryonic stem eel, into which FOF-CX-codmg
sequences have been m.roduced. Sue host

ce„s can then be used to create non-human transgenic animals in which exogenous FGF-CX

fences have been tntroducedrntotheir genome or homologous
recombi„.tan,mals,n*

e„dogenousFGF-CX sequences have beenaltered. such an,ma,sareusefu,f„rstudymg.^

fJon and/or activity ofFGF-CX and for identifying and/or evaiuatmg modu ators ofFGF-CX

!;i,y AS used herem, a •transgemc anima,- is a non-human animal, preferably a mammal,

0 Zlreferably a rodent such as a rat or mouse, in wh,ch one or ntore of the ce„s of the antma,

:
:esatrangene.Otherexamplesoftransgenican,mals,nc,ude„on-humanpnmates,sheep.
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a„g. cows, scats, chickens, a.ph,bia„s, e,c. A .rans.ene is exogenous DNA .ha. ,s .n.egra.ed

i„,„ ihe genome of a cell from which a transgenic animal develops and ,ha, remains ,n the

genome of the mature animal, thereby directing the expression of an encoded gene product ,n

one or more eel, types or .issues of .he .ransgen.c animal. As used herein, a "homoiogous

recombinant animar' is a non-human ammai, preferably a mamma,, more preferably a mouse, n

which an endogenous FOF-CX gene has been altered by homologous recomb,na.,on between

endogenous gene and an exogenous DNA molecule introduced into a cel. of the ammal, an

embryonic cell of the animal, prior to developmem of the animal.

A .ransgenie animal of .he invention can be creared by imroducng FOF-CX-encod,ng

nucleic acid in.o the male pronuclei of a fertilized oocyte, e.g., by microinjection, re.rovt.

infection, and allowing .he oocy.e to develop in a pseudopregnam female foster ammal. The

human FGF-CX DNA sequence ofSEQ ID NO: 1 can be introduced as a transgene tn.o .he

genome of a non-htrman animal. Alternatively, a norjtuman homologue of the human FGF^CX

ene such as a mouse FGF-CX gene, can he isolated based on hybrid.zation to the human FOF-

CX cDNA (described furrher above) and used as a transgene. Intronic sequences and

polyadenylation signals can also be .ncluded in .he transgene to increase .he efficiency of

Expression of tite transgene. A tissue-specf.e regulatory sequences) can be operaHy hnked »

the FOF-CX transgene to direct express.on ofFGF-CX protein to particular cells. Methods fo

generating transgenic animals via embryo manipulation and microinjection, particularly ann.ais

such as mice, have become conventional ,„ the ar. and are desenbed, for example, m U.S^ at.

Nos 4 736,S66: 4,870,009; and 4,873,191; and Hogan 1986, In; MANIPU.ATtNO THE Mou E

EMB.™, cold spring Harbor Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. Similar methods .e

used for production of otiter transgenic animals. A transgemc founder ammal c. be ,den„f.d

based upon the presence of the FGF-CX transgene m its genome and/or express.on of GF-CX

mRNA in tissues or cells of the animals. A transgenic founder animal can then be used to breed

additional animals carrying .he .ransgene. Moreover, .ransgenie animals carrying a transgene

encodtng FGF-CX can further be bred to other transgenic animals carrying other transgenes

To creare a homologous recombinan. animal, a vector ,s prepared which contains a. least

a portion of a FGF-CX gene in.o which a deletion, addition or subs.i.ution has been ,n.roduced

, • .u rv opne The FGF-CX gene can be a human

to thereby alter, ..g., functionally disrupt, the FGF-CX gene. The FOh g

gene (e.g., SEQ ID N0:1), but more preferably, . a non-human homologue of a human FGF-
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CX .e„e For example, a .ouse hcolo^ue ofhu.an FGF-CX ,ene of SEQ ,D NO:
>
ca be

CX ,ene in .he ™„se genome. In one embodimen,. Che vector Is des.gned such .ha, upon

CX gene in me b
prF rX eene is functionally disrupted (/.t?., no

homologous recombination, the endogenous FGF-CX gene IS tu

::rc"n.ea:.,.s3.^
.„anowforhon.oHous—a.ion.o occur be.«een .he exogenous

0^^^^^^^^^
rrv ry pene in an embryomc stem cell. The adaitionai

.he vecor and an enao.enous

^...M ho™o,o,ous reco.bina.ien

«an.insFOF.Xnuc,e.eac. o^^^
wiU, .he endogenous gene. Typ.cally, sever

51:503 foradescriprion of

,„,,.„,.uaed..hevec.or.See..,^^^^^^^^

homologous recombinauon vec.ors. The vector s

homologously

(. , . by eleclroporalion) and cells in which ,he .mroduced FGF-CX gene as g

relL wi.h .he endogenous FOF-CX gene are selected (see ...
,

L, . »/.Om

The seleced ceils are .hen injected into a blastocyst of an anintal (e.g., a mouse, to form

The se eced cei

tbRATOCARCNOMAS and EMBRVON.C Stbm

,aE,Oxford,pp..n.,«.
^ch,mericembryo

!:::b:in.plan,ed,n,oasui.ab,epseudopregnan.fen,ale.s.er—

. „.b,.o.erm Progeny harboring .he homologously
recombmed DNA .n .he,r ge

::da„.ma,:inwh,chaliceilsof.heanimalcon.ainthehomoiogouslyrecom^^^^^

;:bygermli„e.ransmissi„nof.he.ransgene.
Me.h„dsforcons.ruc^g om^^^^^^^^^^

L™bLa.io„vectorsandhomologousrecombina„.an.malsaredescnbe
u^^^

o- . u ./9.87^ 829
PCTlntemationalPublicationNos..W09U/li33^,

(1991) Curr Opin Biotechnol
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Pharmaceutical Compositions
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Except insofar as any conventional media or agent is incompatible with the active compound,

use thereof in the compositions is contemplated. Supplementary active compounds can also be

incorporated into the compositions.

A pharmaceutical composition of the invention is formulated to be compatible with its

intended route of administration. Examples of routes of administration include parenteral, e.g.,

intravenous, intradermal, subcutaneous, oral {e.g., inhalation), transdermal (topical),

transmucosal, and rectal administration. Solutions or suspensions used for parenteral,

intradermal, or subcutaneous application can include the following components: a sterile diluent

such as water for injection, saline solution, fixed oils, polyethylene glycols, glycerine, propylene

glycol or other synthetic solvents; antibacterial agents such as benzyl alcohol or methyl

parabens; antioxidants such as ascorbic acid or sodium bisulfite; chelating agents such as

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; buffers such as acetates, citrates or phosphates, and agents for

the adjustment of tonicity such as sodium chloride or dextrose. The pH can be adjusted with

acids or bases, such as hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide. The parenteral preparation can

be enclosed in ampoules, disposable syringes or multiple dose vials made of glass or plastic.

Pharmaceutical compositions suitable for injectable use include sterile aqueous solutions

(where water soluble) or dispersions and sterile powders for the extemporaneous preparation of

sterile injectable solutions or dispersion. For intravenous administration, suitable carriers

include physiological saline, bacteriostatic water, Cremophor EL™ (BASF, Parsippany, N.J.) or

phosphate buffered saline (PBS). In all cases, the composition must be sterile and should be

fluid to the extent that easy syringeability exists. It must be stable under the conditions of

manufacture and storage and must be preserved against the contaminating action of

microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi. The carrier can be a solvent or dispersion medium

containing, for example, water, ethanol, polyol (for example, glycerol, propylene glycol, and

liquid polyethylene glycol, and the like), and suitable mixtures thereof. The proper fluidity can

be maintained, for example, by the use of a coating such as lecithin, by the maintenance of the

required particle size in the case of dispersion and by the use of surfactants. Prevention of the

action of microorganisms can be achieved by various antibacterial and antifungal agents, for

example, parabens, chlorobutanol, phenol, ascorbic acid, thimerosal, and the like. In many

cases, it will be preferable to include isotonic agents, for example, sugars, polyalcohols such as

manitol. sorbitol, sodium chloride in the composition. Prolonged absorption of the injectable
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compositions can be brought about by including in the composition an agent which delays

absorption, for example, aluminum monostearate and gelatin.

Sterile injectable solutions can be prepared by incorporating the active compound (e.g.. a

FGF-CX protein or anti-FGF-CX antibody) in the required amount in an appropriate solvent with

5 one or a combination of ingredients enumerated above, as required, followed by filtered

sterilization. Generally, dispersions are prepared by incorporating the active compound into a

sterile vehicle that contains a basic dispersion medium and the required other ingredients from

those enumerated above. In the case of sterile powders for the preparation of sterile injectable

solutions, methods of preparation are vacuum drying and freeze-drying that yields a powder of

10 the active ingredient plus any additional desired ingredient from a previously sterile-filtered

solution thereof.

Oral compositions generally include an inert diluent or an edible carrier. They can be

enclosed in gelatin capsules or compressed into tablets. For the purpose of oral therapeutic

administration, the active compound can be incorporated with excipients and used in the form of

1 5 tablets, troches, or capsules. Oral compositions can also be prepared using a fluid carrier for use

as a mouthwash, wherein the compound in the fluid carrier is applied orally and swished and

expectorated or swallowed. Pharmaceutically compatible binding agents, and/or adjuvant

materials can be included as part of the composifion. The tablets, pills, capsules, troches and the

like can contain any of the following ingredients, or compounds of a similar nature: a binder

20 such as microcrystalline cellulose, gum tragacanth or gelatin; an excipient such as starch or

lactose, a disintegrating agent such as alginic acid, Primogel, or com starch; a lubricant such as

magnesium stearate or Sterotes; a glidant such as colloidal silicon dioxide; a sweetening agent

such as sucrose or saccharin; or a flavoring agent such as peppermint, methyl salicylate, or

orange flavoring.

25 For administrafion by inhalation, the compounds are delivered in the form of an aerosol

spray from pressured container or dispenser which contains a suitable propellant, e.g., a gas such

as carbon dioxide, or a nebulizer.

Systemic administration can also be by transmucosal or transdermal means. For

transmucosal or transdermal administration, penetrants appropriate to the barrier to be permeated

30 are used in the formulation. Such penetrants are generally known in the art, and include, for

example, for transmucosal administrafion, detergents, bile sahs, and fusidic acid derivafives.
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Transmucosal administration can be accomplished through the use of nasal sprays or

suppositories. For transdermal administration, the active compounds are formulated into

ointments, salves, gels, or creams as generally known in the art.

The compounds can also be prepared in the form of suppositories {e.g., with conventional

5 suppository bases such as cocoa butter and other glycerides) or retention enemas for rectal delivery.

In one embodiment, the active compounds are prepared with carriers that will protect the

compound against rapid elimination from the body, such as a controlled release formulation,

including implants and microencapsulated delivery systems. Biodegradable, biocompatible

polymers can be used, such as ethylene vinyl acetate, polyanhydrides, polyglycolic acid,

10 collagen, polyorthoesters, and polylactic acid. Methods for preparation of such formulations will

be apparent to those skilled in the art. The materials can also be obtained commercially from

Alza Corporation and Nova Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Liposomal suspensions (including liposomes

targeted to infected cells with monoclonal antibodies to viral antigens) can also be used as

pharmaceutically acceptable carriers. These can be prepared according to methods known to

1 5 those skilled in the art, for example, as described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,522,8 1 1

.

It is especially advantageous to formulate oral or parenteral compositions in dosage unit

form for ease of administration and uniformity of dosage. Dosage unit form as used herein refers

to physically discrete units suited as unitary dosages for the subject to be treated; each unit

containing a predetermined quantity of active compound calculated to produce the desired

20 therapeutic effect in association with the required pharmaceutical carrier. The specification for

the dosage unit forms of the invention are dictated by and directly dependent on the unique

characteristics of the active compound and the particular therapeutic effect to be achieved.

The nucleic acid molecules of the invention can be inserted into vectors and used as gene

therapy vectors. Gene therapy vectors can be delivered to a subject by any of a number of

25 routes, e.g., as described in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,703,055. Delivery can thus also include, e.g.,

intravenous injection, local administration (see U.S. Pat. No. 5,328,470) or stereotactic injection

(see e.g., Chen et al (1994) PNAS 91 :3054-3057). The pharmaceutical preparation of the gene

therapy vector can include the gene therapy vector in an acceptable diluent, or can comprise a

slow release matrix in which the gene delivery vehicle is imbedded. Alternatively, where the

30 complete gene delivery vector can be produced intact from recombinant cells, e.g., retroviral
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vectors, the pharmaceutical preparation can include one or more cells that produce the gene

delivery system.

The pharmaceutical compositions can be included in a container, pack, or dispenser

together with instructions for administration.

5 Uses and Methods of the Invention

The nucleic acid molecules, proteins, protein homologues, and antibodies described

herein can be used in one or more of the following methods: (a) screening assays; (b) detection

assays (e.g.. chromosomal mapping, tissue typing, forensic biology), (c) predictive medicine

(e.g,, diagnostic assays, prognostic assays, monitoring clinical trials, and pharmacogenomics);

10 and (d) methods of treatment (e.g., therapeutic and prophylactic). As described herein, in one

embodiment, a FGF-CX protein of the invention has the ability to bind ATP.

The isolated nucleic acid molecules of the invention can be used to express FGF-CX

protein (e.g., via a recombinant expression vector in a host cell in gene therapy applications), to

detect FGF-CX mRNA (e.g., in a biological sample) or a genetic lesion in a FGF-CX gene, and

1 5 to modulate FGF-CX activity, as described further below. In addition, the FGF-CX proteins can

be used to screen drugs or compounds that modulate the FGF-CX activity or expression as well

as to treat disorders characterized by insufficient or excessive production of FGF-CX protein, for

example proliferative or differentiative disorders, or production of FGF-CX protein forms that

have decreased or aberrant activity compared to FGF-CX wild type protein. In addition, the

20 anti-FGF-CX antibodies of the invention can be used to detect and isolate FGF-CX proteins and

modulate FGF-CX activity.

This invention further pertains to novel agents identified by the above described

screening assays and uses thereof for treatments as described herein.

Screening Assays

25 The invention provides a method (also referred to herein as a "screening assay") for

identifying modulators, i.e., candidate or test compounds or agents (e.g., peptides,

peptidomimetics, small molecules or other drugs) that bind to FGF-CX proteins or have a

stimulatory or inhibitory effect on, for example, FGF-CX expression or FGF-CX activity.

In one embodiment, the invention provides assays for screening candidate or test

30 compounds which bind to or modulate the activity of a FGF-CX protein or polypeptide or
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biologically active portion thereof. The test compounds of the present invention can be obtained

using any of the numerous approaches in combinatorial library methods known in the art,

including: biological libraries; spatially addressable parallel solid phase or solution phase

libraries; synthetic library methods requiring deconvolution; the ''one-bead one-compound''

5 library method; and synthetic library methods using affinity chromatography selection. The

biological library approach is limited to peptide libraries, while the other four approaches are

applicable to peptide, non-peptide oligomer or small molecule libraries of compounds ( Lam

(1997) Anticancer Drug Des 12:145).

Examples of methods for the synthesis of molecular libraries can be found in the art, for

10 example in: DeWitt et al (1993) Proc Natl Acad Sci USA. 90:6909; Erb et al (1994) Proc Natl

AcadSci U.S.A. 91:1 1422; Zuckermann et al. (1994) JMedChem 37:2678; Cho et al (1993)

Science 261 : 1303; Carrell et al (1994) Angew Chem Int Ed Engl 33:2059; Carell et al (1994)

Angew Chem Int Ed Engl 33:2061; and Gallop et al (1994) JMedChem 37:1233.

Libraries of compounds may be presented in solution {e.g., Houghten (1992)

15 Biotechniques 13:412-421 ), or on beads (Lam (1991) Nature 354:82-84), on chips (Fodor (1993)

Nature 364:555-556), bacteria (Ladner U.S. Pat. No. 5,223,409), spores (Ladner USP '409),

plasmids (Cull et al (1992) Proc Nad Acad Sci USA 89:1865-1869) or on phage (Scott and

Smith (1990) Science 249:386-390; Devlin (1990) Science 249:404-406; Cwirla et al ( 1990)

Proc Nad AcadSci USA. 87:6378-6382; Felici (1991) 222:301-310; Ladner above.).

20 In one embodiment, an assay is a cell-based assay in which a cell which expresses a

membrane-bound form of FGF-CX protein, or a biologically active portion thereof, on the cell

surface is contacted with a test compound and the ability of the test compound to bind to a FGF-

CX protein determined. The cell, for example, can of mammalian origin or a yeast cell.

Determining the ability of the test compound to bind to the FGF-CX protein can be

25 accomplished, for example, by coupling the test compound with a radioisotope or enzymatic

label such that binding of the test compound to the FGF-CX protein or biologically active

portion thereof can be determined by detecting the labeled compound in a complex. For

example, test compounds can be labeled with ^^^I, ^^S, ^'^C, or ^H, either directly or indirectly,

and the radioisotope detected by direct counting of radioemission or by scintillation counting.

30 Alternatively, test compounds can be enzymatically labeled with, for example, horseradish

peroxidase, alkaline phosphatase, or luciferase, and the enzymatic label detected by
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determination of conversion of an appropriate substrate to product. In one embodiment, the

assay comprises contacting a cell which expresses a membrane-bound form of FGF-CX protein,

or a biologically active portion thereof, on the cell surface with a known compound which binds

FGF-CX to form an assay mixture, contacting the assay mixture with a test compound, and

5 determining the ability of the test compound to interact with a FGF-CX protein, wherein

determining the ability of the test compound to interact with a FGF-CX protein comprises

determining the ability of the test compound to preferentially bind to FGF-CX or a biologically

active portion thereof as compared to the known compound.

In another embodiment, an assay is a cell-based assay comprising contacting a cell

1 0 expressing a membrane-bound form of FGF-CX protein, or a biologically active portion thereof,

on the cell surface with a test compound and determining the ability of the test compound to

modulate (e.g., stimulate or inhibit) the activity of the FGF-CX protein or biologically active

portion thereof. Determining the ability of the test compound to modulate the activity of FGF-

CX or a biologically active portion thereof can be accomplished, for example, by determining the

1 5 ability of the FGF-CX protein to bind to or interact with a FGF-CX target molecule. As used

herein, a "target molecule" is a molecule with which a FGF-CX protein binds or interacts in

nature, for example, a molecule on the surface of a cell which expresses a FGF-CX interacting

protein, a molecule on the surface of a second cell, a molecule in the extracellular milieu, a

molecule associated with the internal surface of a cell membrane or a cytoplasmic molecule. A

20 FGF-CX target molecule can be a non-FGF-CX molecule or a FGF-CX protein or polypeptide of

the present invention. In one embodiment, a FGF-CX target molecule is a component of a signal

transduction pathway that facilitates transduction of an extracellular signal (e.g., a signal

generated by binding of a compound to a membrane-bound FGF-CX molecule) through the cell

membrane and into the cell. The target, for example, can be a second intercellular protein that

25 has catalytic activity or a protein that facilitates the association of downstream signaling

molecules with FGF-CX.

Determining the ability of the FGF-CX protein to bind to or interact with a FGF-CX

target molecule can be accomplished by one of the methods described above for determining

direct binding. In one embodiment, determining the ability of the FGF-CX protein to bind to or

30 interact with a FGF-CX target molecule can be accomplished by determining the activity of the

target molecule. For example, the activity of the target molecule can be determined by detecting
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induction of a cellular second messenger of the target {i.e. intracellular Ca^\ diacylglycerol, IP3,

etc.). detecting catalytic/enzymatic activity of the target an appropriate substrate, detecting the

induction of a reporter gene (comprising a FGF-CX-responsive regulatory element operatively

linked to a nucleic acid encoding a detectable marker, e.g., luciferase), or detecting a cellular

5 response, for example, cell survival, cellular differentiation, or cell proliferation.

In yet another embodiment, an assay of the present invention is a cell-free assay

comprising contacting a FGF-CX protein or biologically active portion thereof with a test

compound and determining the ability of the test compound to bind to the FGF-CX protein or

biologically active portion thereof. Binding of the test compound to the FGF-CX protein can be

10 determined either directly or indirectly as described above. In one embodiment, the assay

comprises contacting the FGF-CX protein or biologically active portion thereof with a known

compound which binds FGF-CX to form an assay mixture, contacting the assay mixture with a

test compound, and determining the ability of the test compound to interact with a FGF-CX

protein, wherein determining the ability of the test compound to interact with a FGF-CX protein

1 5 comprises determining the ability of the test compound to preferentially bind to FGF-CX or

biologically active portion thereof as compared to the known compound.

In another embodiment, an assay is a cell-free assay comprising contacting FGF-CX

protein or biologically active portion thereof with a test compound and determining the ability of

the test compound to modulate (e.g., stimulate or inhibit) the activity of the FGF-CX protein or

20 biologically active portion thereof Determining the ability of the test compound to modulate the

activity of FGF-CX can be accomplished, for example, by determining the ability of the FGF-CX

protein to bind to a FGF-CX target molecule by one of the methods described above for

determining direct binding. In an altemative embodiment, determining the ability of the test

compound to modulate the activity of FGF-CX can be accomplished by determining the ability

25 of the FGF-CX protein further modulate a FGF-CX target molecule. For example, the

catalytic/enzymatic activity of the target molecule on an appropriate substrate can be determined

as previously described.

In yet another embodiment, the cell-free assay comprises contacting the FGF-CX protein

or biologically active portion thereof with a known compound which binds FGF-CX to form an

30 assay mixture, contacting the assay mixture with a test compound, and determining the ability of

the test compound to interact with a FGF-CX protein, wherein determining the ability of the test
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compound to interact with a FGF-CX protein comprises determining the ability of the FGF-CX

protein to preferentially bind to or modulate the activity of a FGF-CX target molecule.

The cell-free assays of the present invention are amenable to use of both the soluble form

or the membrane-bound form of FGF-CX. In the case of cell-free assays comprising the

5 membrane-bound form of FGF-CX, it may be desirable to utilize a solubilizing agent such that

the membrane-bound form of FGF-CX is maintained in solution. Examples of such solubilizing

agents include non-ionic detergents such as n-octylglucoside, n-dodecylglucoside,

n-dodecylmahoside, octanoyl-N-methylglucamide, decanoyl-N-methylglucamide, Triton^

X-100, Triton® X-1 14, Thesit®, Isotridecypoly(ethylene glycol ether)n, N-dodecyl-

10 N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-l -propane sulfonate, 3-(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylamminiol-

1 -propane sulfonate (CHAPS), or 3-(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylamminiol-2-hydroxy-

1 -propane sulfonate (CHAPSO).

In more than one embodiment of the above assay methods of the present invention, it

may be desirable to immobilize either FGF-CX or its target molecule to facilitate separation of

15 complexed from uncomplexed forms of one or both of the proteins, as v^ell as to accommodate

automation of the assay. Binding of a test compound to FGF-CX, or interaction of FGF-CX with

a target molecule in the presence and absence of a candidate compound, can be accomplished in

any vessel suitable for containing the reactants. Examples of such vessels include microtiter

plates, test tubes, and micro-centrifuge tubes. In one embodiment, a fusion protein can be

20 provided that adds a domain that allows one or both of the proteins to be bound to a matrix. For

example, GST-FGF-CX fusion proteins or GST-target fusion proteins can be adsorbed onto

glutathione sepharose beads (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) or glutathione derivatized

microtiter plates, that are then combined with the test compound or the test compound and either

the non-adsorbed target protein or FGF-CX protein, and the mixture is incubated under

25 conditions conducive to complex formation (e.g., at physiological conditions for sah and pH).

Following incubation, the beads or microtiter plate wells are washed to remove any unbound

components, the matrix immobilized in the case of beads, complex determined either directly or

indirectly, for example, as described above. Alternatively, the complexes can be dissociated

from the matrix, and the level ofFGF-CX binding or activity determined using standard

30 techniques.
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Other techniques for immobilizing proteins on matrices can also be used in the screening

assays of the invention. For example, either FGF-CX or its target molecule can be immobilized

utilizing conjugation of biotin and streptavidin. Biotinylated FGF-CX or target molecules can be

prepared from biotin-NHS (N-hydroxy-succinimide) using techniques well known in the art

5 (e.g.
,
biotinylation kit, Pierce Chemicals, Rockford, III), and immobilized in the wells of

streptavidin-coated 96 well plates (Pierce Chemical). Alternatively, antibodies reactive with

FGF-CX or target molecules, but which do not interfere with binding of the FGF-CX protein to

its target molecule, can be derivatized to the wells of the plate, and unbound target or FGF-CX

trapped in the wells by antibody conjugation. Methods for detecting such complexes, in addition

10 to those described above for the GST-immobilized complexes, include immunodetection of

complexes using antibodies reactive with the FGF-CX or target molecule, as well as

enzyme-linked assays that rely on detecting an enzymatic activity associated with the FGF-CX

or target molecule.

In another embodiment, modulators ofFGF-CX expression are identified in a method

15 wherein a cell is contacted with a candidate compound and the expression of FGF-CX mRNA or

protein in the cell is determined. The level of expression of FGF-CX mRNA or protein in the

presence of the candidate compound is compared to the level of expression ofFGF-CX mRNA

or protein in the absence of the candidate compound. The candidate compound can then be

identified as a modulator ofFGF-CX expression based on this comparison. For example, when

20 expression of FGF-CX mRNA or protein is greater (statistically significantly greater) in the

presence of the candidate compound than in its absence, the candidate compound is identified as

a stimulator ofFGF-CX mRNA or protein expression. Alternatively, when expression of FGF-

CX mRNA or protein is less (statistically significantly less) in the presence of the candidate

compound than in its absence, the candidate compound is identified as an inhibitor of FGF-CX

25 mRNA or protein expression. The level ofFGF-CX mRNA or protein expression in the cells

can be determined by methods described herein for detecting FGF-CX mRNA or protein.

In yet another aspect of the invention, the FGF-CX proteins can be used as "bait proteins"

in a two-hybrid assay or three hybrid assay (see, e.g., U.S. Pat. No. 5,283,3 17; Zervos et al

(1993) Cell 72:223-232; Madura et al (1993) J Biol Chem 268:12046-12054; Bartel et al (1993)

30 Biotechniques 14:920-924; Iwabuchi et al (1993) Oncogene 8:1693-1696; and Brent

WO94/10300), to identify other proteins that bind to or interact with FGF-CX (TGF-
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CX-binding proteins" or "FGF-CX-bp") and modulate FGF-CX activity. Such FGF-CX-binding

proteins are also likely to be involved in the propagation of signals by the FGF-CX proteins as,

for example, upstream or downstream elements of the FGF-CX pathway.

The two-hybrid system is based on the modular nature of most transcription factors,

which consist of separable DNA-binding and activation domains. Briefly, the assay utiHzes two

different DNA constructs. In one construct, the gene that codes for FGF-CX is fused to a gene

encoding the DNA binding domain of a known transcription factor (e.g., GAL-4). In the other

construct, a DNA sequence, from a library ofDNA sequences, that encodes an unidentified

protein ("prey" or "sample") is fused to a gene that codes for the activation domain of the known

transcription factor. If the "bait" and the "prey" proteins are able to interact, in vivo, forming a

FGF-CX-dependent complex, the DNA-binding and activation domains of the transcription

factor are brought into close proximity. This proximity allows transcription of a reporter gene

{e,g., LacZ) that is operably linked to a transcriptional regulatory site responsive to the

transcription factor. Expression of the reporter gene can be detected and cell colonies containing

the functional transcription factor can be isolated and used to obtain the cloned gene that encodes

the protein which interacts with FGF-CX.

This invention further pertains to novel agents identified by the above-described

screening assays and uses thereof for treatments as described herein.

Detection Assays

Portions or fragments of the cDNA sequences identified herein (and the corresponding

complete gene sequences) can be used in numerous ways as polynucleotide reagents. For

example, these sequences can be used to: (i) map their respective genes on a chromosome; and,

thus, locate gene regions associated with genetic disease; (ii) identify an individual from a

minute biological sample (tissue typing); and (iii) aid in forensic identification of a biological

sample.

The FGF-CX sequences of the present invention can also be used to identify individuals

from minute biological samples. In this technique, an individual's genomic DNA is digested

with one or more restriction enzymes, and probed on a Southern blot to yield unique bands for

identification. The sequences of the present invention are useful as additional DNA markers for

RFLP (''restriction fragment length polymorphisms," described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,272,057).
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Furthermore, the sequences of the present invention can be used to provide an alternative

technique that determines the actual base-by-base DNA sequence of selected portions of an

individual's genome. Thus, the FGF-CX sequences described herein can be used to prepare two

PCR primers from the 5' and 3' ends of the sequences. These primers can then be used to

5 amplify an individual's DNA and subsequently sequence it.

Panels of corresponding DNA sequences from individuals, prepared in this manner, can

provide unique individual identifications, as each individual will have a unique set of such DNA

sequences due to allelic differences. The sequences of the present invention can be used to

obtain such identification sequences from individuals and from tissue. The FGF-CX sequences

1 0 of the invention uniquely represent portions of the human genome. Allelic variation occurs to

some degree in the coding regions of these sequences, and to a greater degree in the noncoding

regions. It is estimated that allelic variation between individual humans occurs with a frequency

of about once per each 500 bases. Much of the allelic variation is due to single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs), which include restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs).

1 5 Each of the sequences described herein can, to some degree, be used as a standard against

which DNA from an individual can be compared for identification purposes. Because greater

numbers of polymorphisms occur in the noncoding regions, fewer sequences are necessary to

differentiate individuals. The noncoding sequences of SEQ ID N0:1, as described above, can

comfortably provide positive individual identification with a panel of perhaps 10 to 1,000

20 primers that each yield a noncoding amplified sequence of 100 bases. If predicted coding

sequences are used, a more appropriate number of primers for positive individual identification

would be 500-2,000.

Predictive Medicine

The present invention also pertains to the field of predictive medicine in which diagnostic

25 assays, prognostic assays, pharmacogenomics, and monitoring clinical trials are used for

prognostic (predictive) purposes to thereby treat an individual prophylactically. Accordingly,

one aspect of the present invention relates to diagnostic assays for determining FGF-CX protein

and/or nucleic acid expression as well as FGF-CX activity, in the context of a biological sample

(e.g., blood, serum, cells, tissue) to thereby determine whether an individual is afflicted with a

30 disease or disorder, or is at risk of developing a disorder, associated with aberrant FGF-CX

expression or activity. The invention also provides for prognostic (or predictive) assays for
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determining whether an individual is at risk of developing a disorder associated with FGF-CX

protein, nucleic acid expression or activity. For example, mutations in a FGF-CX gene can be

assayed in a biological sample. Such assays can be used for prognostic or predictive purpose to

thereby prophylactically treat an individual prior to the onset of a disorder characterized by or

associated with FGF-CX protein, nucleic acid expression or activity.

Another aspect of the invention provides methods for determining FGF-CX protein,

nucleic acid expression or FGF-CX activity in an individual to thereby select appropriate

therapeutic or prophylactic agents for that individual (referred to herein as

"pharmacogenomics"). Pharmacogenomics allows for the selection of agents {e,g., drugs ) for

therapeutic or prophylactic treatment of an individual based on the genotype of the individual

(e.g., the genotype of the individual examined to determine the ability of the individual to

respond to a particular agent.)

Yet another aspect of the invention pertains to monitoring the influence of agents (e.g.,

drugs, compounds) on the expression or activity ofFGF-CX in clinical trials.

These and other agents are described in further detail in the following sections.

Diagnostic Assays

Fibroblast grov^h factors FGF-1 through FGF-9 generally promote cell proliferation in

cells carrying the particular growth factor receptor. Examples of FGF growth promotion include

epithelial cells, such as fibroblasts and keratinocytes, in the anterior eye after surgery. Other

conditions in which proliferation of cells plays a role include tumors, restenosis, psoriasis,

Dupuytren's contracture, diabetic complications, Kaposi's sarcoma and rheumatoid arthritis.

FGF-CX may be used in the method of the invention for detecting its corresponding

fibroblast growth factor receptor CX (FGFRCX) in a sample or tissue. The method comprises

contacting the sample or tissue with FGF-CX, allowing formation of receptor-ligand pairs, and

detecting any FGFRCX: FGF-CX pairs. Compositions containing FGF-CX can be used to

increase FGFRCX activity, for example to stimulate cartilage or bone repair. Compositions

containing FGF-CX antagonists or FGF-CX binding agents (e.g anti- FGF-CX antibodies) can

be used to treat diseases caused by an excess ofFGF-CX or overactivity of FGFRCX, especially

multiple or solitary hereditary exostosis, hallux valgus deformity, achondroplasia, synovial

chondromatosis and endochondromas.
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Glia activating factor (GAF) and the DNA encoding GAF act to specifically promote

growth of glial cells. Some examples of glia-associated disorders in which GAF may be utilized

to modulate glial cell activities are cerebral lesions, cerebral edema, senile dementia, Alzheimer's

disease, diabetic neuropathies, etc. Similarly, FGF-CX may be used in diagnosis or treating glial

5 cell related disorders. The glial-cell modulating activity of FGF-CX may be as a neuroprotective-

like activity, and FGF-CX may be used as a neuroprotective agent. Due to the close homology

of FGF-CX to FGF-9, which was identified originally as a glia activating factor, it can be

presumed that the FGF-CX sequence is also a glia activating factor. FGF-CX can therefor be

used to stimulate the growth of glia cells and can be used to accelerate healing of cerebral lesions

10 or to treat cerebral edema, senile dementia, Alzheimer's disease, or diabefic neuropathy.

FGF-CX can also be used to stimulates fibroblasts (for accelerating healing of bums,

wounds, ulcers, etc), megakaryocytes (to increase the number of platelets), hematopoietic cells,

immune system cells, and vascular smooth muscle cells. FGF-CX is also expected to have

osteogenesis-promoting activity, and can be used for treating bone fractures and osteoporosis.

15 Assay of FGF-CX polypeptide or nucleic acid moieties may be useful in diagnosis of cerebral

tumors, and antibodies against could be used to treat such tumors. It can also be used as a reagent

for stimulating growth of cultured cells. An anticipated dosage is Ing-O.lmg/kg/day, though

treatment may vary depending on the type or severity of the disorder being treated. FGF-CX

polypeptides may be used as platelet increasing agents, osteogenesis promoting agents or for

20 treating cerebral nervous diseases or hepatopathy such as hepatic cirrhosis. They can also be

used to treat cancer when used alongside an anticancer agent. Antibodies directed against the

FGF-CX polypeptide, or fragments, derivatives, or analogs thereof, can be used for detecting or

determining a biological activity of a FGF-CX polypeptide or for purifying a FGF-CX

polypeptide. Those antibodies that also neutralize the cell growth activity of FGF-CX can be

25 used as anticancer agents.

Many, if not all, homologous proteins are known in the art to have closely related or

identical functions. See, e.g,, Lewin, ''Chapter 21 : Structural Genes Belong to Families" In:

Genes II, 1985, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York. The FGF-CX polypeptide closely

resembles the Xenopus XFGF-20 protein, which was shown previously to be specifically

30 expressed in highly proliferative dssues (see, e.g., Koga et al, above). Therefore, it is presumed

that FGF-CX would also modulate cellular activity in highly proliferative tissues. FGF-CX may
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thus be particularly useful in diagnosing proliferative disorders and in stimulating the growth of

cells and tissues in order to overcome pathological states in which such growth has been

suppressed or inhibited. Oligonucleotides corresponding to any one portion of the FGF-CX

nucleic acids of SEQ ID NO: 1 may be used to detect the expression of a FGF-CX-like gene. The

proteins of the invention may be used to stimulate production of antibodies specifically binding

the proteins. Such antibodies may be used in immunodiagnostic procedures to detect the

occurrence of the protein in a sample. The proteins of the invention may be used to stimulate

cell growth and cell proliferation in conditions in which such growth would be favorable. An

example would be to counteract toxic side effects of chemotherapeutic agents on, for example,

hematopoiesis and platelet formation, linings of the gastrointestinal tract, and hair follicles. They

may also be used to stimulate new cell growth in neurological disorders including, for example,

Alzheimer's disease. Alternatively, antagonistic treatments may be administered in which an

antibody specifically binding the FGF-CX -like proteins of the invention would abrogate the

specific growth-inducing effects of the proteins. Such antibodies may be useful, for example, in

the treatment of proliferative disorders including various tumors and benign hyperplasias.

An exemplary method for detecting the presence or absence of FGF-CX in a biological

sample involves obtaining a biological sample from a test subject and contacting the biological

sample with a compound or an agent capable of detecting FGF-CX protein or nucleic acid (e.g.,

mRNA, genomic DNA) that encodes FGF-CX protein such that the presence of FGF-CX is

detected in the biological sample. An agent for detecting FGF-CX mRNA or genomic DNA is a

labeled nucleic acid probe capable of hybridizing to FGF-CX mRNA or genomic DNA. The

nucleic acid probe can be, for example, a full-length FGF-CX nucleic acid, such as the nucleic

acid of SEQ ID N0:1, or a portion thereof, such as an oligonucleotide of at least 15, 30, 50, 100,

250 or 500 nucleotides in length and sufficient to specifically hybridize under stringent

conditions to FGF-CX mRNA or genomic DNA, as described above. Other suitable probes for

use in the diagnostic assays of the invention are described herein.

An agent for detecting FGF-CX protein is an antibody capable of binding to FGF-CX

protein, preferably an antibody with a detectable label. Antibodies can be polyclonal, or more

preferably, monoclonal. An intact antibody, or a fragment thereof {e.g.. Fab or F(ab')2) can be

used. The term "labeled", with regard to the probe or antibody, is intended to encompass direct

labeling of the probe or antibody by coupling (i.e., physically linking) a detectable substance to
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the probe or antibody, as well as indirect labeling of the probe or antibody by reactivity with

another reagent that is directly labeled. Examples of indirect labeling include detection of a

primary antibody using a fluorescently labeled secondary antibody and end-labeling of a DNA

probe with biotin such that it can be detected with fluorescently labeled streptavidin. The term

"biological sample" is intended to include tissues, cells and biological fluids isolated from a

subject, as well as tissues, cells and fluids present within a subject. That is, the detection method

of the invention can be used to detect FGF-CX mRNA, protein, or genomic DNA in a biological

sample in vitro as well as in vivo. For example, in vitro techniques for detection of FGF-CX

mRNA include Northern hybridizations and in situ hybridizations. In vitro techniques for

detection of FGF-CX protein include enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), Western

blots, immunoprecipitations and immunofluorescence. In vitro techniques for detection of FGF-

CX genomic DNA include Southern hybridizations. Furthermore, in vivo techniques for

detection ofFGF-CX protein include introducing into a subject a labeled anti-FGF-CX antibody.

For example, the antibody can be labeled with a radioactive marker whose presence and location

in a subject can be detected by standard imaging techniques.

In one embodiment, the biological sample contains protein molecules from the test

subject. Alternatively, the biological sample can contain mRNA molecules from the test subject

or genomic DNA molecules from the test subject. A preferred biological sample is a peripheral

blood leukocyte sample isolated by conventional means from a subject.

In another embodiment, the methods further involve obtaining a control biological

sample from a control subject, contacting the control sample with a compound or agent capable

of detecting FGF-CX protein, mRNA, or genomic DNA, such that the presence of FGF-CX

protein, mRNA or genomic DNA is detected in the biological sample, and comparing the

presence ofFGF-CX protein, mRNA or genomic DNA in the control sample with the presence

of FGF-CX protein, mRNA or genomic DNA in the test sample.

The invention also encompasses kits for detecting the presence of FGF-CX in a

biological sample. For example, the kit can comprise: a labeled compound or agent capable of

detecting FGF-CX protein or mRNA in a biological sample; means for determining the amount

of FGF-CX in the sample; and means for comparing the amount of FGF-CX in the sample with a

standard. The compound or agent can be packaged in a suitable container. The kit can further

comprise instructions for using the kit to detect FGF-CX protein or nucleic acid.
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Prognostic Assays

The diagnostic methods described herein can furthermore be utilized to identify subjects

having or at risk of developing a disease or disorder associated with aberrant FGF-CX expression

or activity. For example, the assays described herein, such as the preceding diagnostic assays or

the following assays, can be utilized to identify a subject having or at risk of developing a

disorder associated with FGF-CX protein, nucleic acid expression or activity in, e.g.,

proliferative or differentiative disorders such as hyperplasias, tumors, restenosis, psoriasis.

Dupuytren's contracture, diabetic complications, or rheumatoid arthritis, etc.; and glia-associated

disorders such as cerebral lesions, diabetic neuropathies, cerebral edema, senile dementia,

Alzheimer's disease, etc. Alternatively, the prognostic assays can be utilized to identify a

subject having or at risk for developing a disease or disorder. Thus, the present invention

provides a method for identifying a disease or disorder associated with aberrant FGF-CX

expression or activity in which a test sample is obtained from a subject and FGF-CX protein or

nucleic acid {e.g., mRNA, genomic DNA) is detected, wherein the presence of FGF-CX protein

or nucleic acid is diagnostic for a subject having or at risk of developing a disease or disorder

associated with aberrant FGF-CX expression or activity. As used herein, a "test sample" refers

to a biological sample obtained from a subject of interest. For example, a test sample can be a

biological fluid (e.g., serum), cell sample, or tissue.

Furthermore, the prognostic assays described herein can be used to determine whether a

subject can be administered an agent {e.g, an agonist, antagonist, peptidomimetic, protein,

peptide, nucleic acid, small molecule, or other drug candidate) to treat a disease or disorder

associated with aberrant FGF-CX expression or activity. For example, such methods can be used

to determine whether a subject can be effectively treated with an agent for a disorder, such as a

proliferative disorder, differentiative disorder, glia-associated disorders, etc. Thus, the present

invention provides methods for determining whether a subject can be effectively treated with an

agent for a disorder associated with aberrant FGF-CX expression or activity in which a test

sample is obtained and FGF-CX protein or nucleic acid is detected {e.g, wherein the presence of

FGF-CX protein or nucleic acid is diagnostic for a subject that can be administered the agent to

treat a disorder associated with aberrant FGF-CX expression or activity.)

The methods of the invention can also be used to detect genetic lesions in a FGF-CX

gene, thereby determining if a subject with the lesioned gene is at risk for, or suffers from, a
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proliferative disorder, differentiative disorder, glia-associated disorder, etc. In various

embodiments, the methods include detecting, in a sample of cells from the subject, the presence

or absence of a genetic lesion characterized by at least one of an alteration affecting the integrity

of a gene encoding a FGF-CX-protein. or the mis-expression of the FGF-CX gene. For example.

5 such genetic lesions can be detected by ascertaining the existence of at least one of ( 1 ) a deletion

of one or more nucleotides from a FGF-CX gene; (2) an addition of one or more nucleotides to a

FGF-CX gene; (3) a substitution of one or more nucleotides of a FGF-CX gene, (4) a

chromosomal rearrangement of a FGF-CX gene; (5 ) an alteration in the level of a messenger

RNA transcript of a FGF-CX gene, (6) aberrant modification of a FGF-CX gene, such as of the

1 0 methylation pattern of the genomic DNA, (7) the presence of a non-wild type splicing pattern of

a messenger RNA transcript of a FGF-CX gene, (8) a non-wild type level of a FGF-CX-protein,

(9) allelic loss of a FGF-CX gene, and (10) inappropriate post-translational modification of a

FGF-CX-protein. As described herein, there are a large number of assay techniques known in

the art which can be used for detecting lesions in a FGF-CX gene. A preferred biological sample

15 is a peripheral blood leukocyte sample isolated by conventional means from a subject. However,

any biological sample containing nucleated cells may be used, including, for example, buccal

mucosal cells.

In certain embodiments, detection of the lesion involves the use of a probe/primer in a

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (see, e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,683,195 and 4,683,202), such as

20 anchor PCR or RACE PCR, or, alternatively, in a ligation chain reaction (LCR) (see, e.g. ,

Landegran et al. (1988) Scietice 241:1077-1080; and Nakazawa et al. (1994) PNAS 91:360-364),

the latter of which can be particularly useful for detecting point mutations in the FGF-CX-gene

(see Abravaya et al. (1995) Nucl Acids Res 23:675-682). This method can include the steps of

collecting a sample of cells from a patient, isolating nucleic acid {e.g, genomic, mRNA or both)

25 from the cells of the sample, contacting the nucleic acid sample with one or more primers that

specifically hybridize to a FGF-CX gene under conditions such that hybridization and

amplification of the FGF-CX gene (if present) occurs, and detecting the presence or absence of

an amplification product, or detecting the size of the amplification product and comparing the

length to a control sample. It is anticipated that PCR and/or LCR may be desirable to use as a

30 preliminary amplification step in conjunction with any of the techniques used for detecting

mutations described herein.
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Alternative amplification methods include: self sustained sequence replication (Guatelli

et al, 1990, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 87:1874-1878), transcriptional amplification system

(Kwoh, et a/., 1989. Proc Natl Acad Sci VSA 86:1 173-1 177), Q-Beta Replicase (Lizardi et al.

1988, BioTechnology 6:1 197), or any other nucleic acid amplification method, followed by the

5 detection of the amplified molecules using techniques well known to those of skill in the art.

These detection schemes are especially useful for the detection of nucleic acid molecules if such

molecules are present in very low numbers.

In an alternative embodiment, mutations in a FGF-CX gene from a sample cell can be

identified by alterations in restriction enzyme cleavage patterns. For example, sample and

1 0 control DNA is isolated, amplified (optionally), digested with one or more restriction

endonucleases, and fragment length sizes are determined by gel electrophoresis and compared.

Differences in fragment length sizes between sample and control DNA indicates mutations in the

sample DNA. Moreover, the use of sequence specific ribozymes (see, for example, U.S. Pat. No.

5,493,531) can be used to score for the presence of specific mutations by development or loss of

1 5 a ribozyme cleavage site.

In other embodiments, genefic mutations in FGF-CX can be identified by hybridizing a

sample and control nucleic acids, e.g., DNA or RNA, to high density arrays containing hundreds

or thousands of oligonucleotides probes (Cronin et al. (1996) Human Mutation 7: 244-255;

Kozal et al. (1996) Nature Medicine 2: 753-759). For example, genefic mutations in FGF-CX

20 can be identified in two dimensional arrays containing light-generated DNA probes as described

in Cronin et al. above. Briefly, a first hybridization array of probes can be used to scan through

long stretches ofDNA in a sample and control to identify base changes between the sequences

by making linear arrays of sequential overlapping probes. This step allows the identification of

point mutations. This step is followed by a second hybridization array that allows the

25 characterization of specific mutations by using smaller, specialized probe arrays complementary

to all variants or mutations detected. Each mutation array is composed of parallel probe sets, one

complementary to the wild-type gene and the other complementary to the mutant gene.

In yet another embodiment, any of a variety of sequencing reactions known in the art can

be used to directly sequence the FGF-CX gene and detect mutations by comparing the sequence

30 of the sample FGF-CX with the corresponding wild-type (control) sequence. Examples of

sequencing reactions include those based on techniques developed by Maxim and Gilbert (1977)
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PNAS 74:560 or Sanger (1977) PNAS 74:5463. It is also contemplated that any of a variety of

automated sequencing procedures can be utilized when performing the diagnostic assays (Naeve

et al., (1995) Biotechniques 19:448), including sequencing by mass spectrometry (see, e.g..?CX

International Publ. No. WO 94/16101; Cohen et al. (1996) Adv Chromatogr 36:127-162; and

Griffin et al. (1993) Appl Biochem Biotechnol 38:147-159).

Other methods for detecting mutations in the FGF-CX gene include methods in which

protection from cleavage agents is used to detect mismatched bases in RNA/RNA or RNA/DNA

heteroduplexes (Myers et al. (1985) Science 230:1242). In general, the art technique of

"mismatch cleavage" starts by providing heteroduplexes of formed by hybridizing (labeled) RNA

or DNA containing the wild-type FGF-CX sequence with potentially mutant RNA or DNA

obtained from a tissue sample. The double-stranded duplexes are treated with an agent that

cleaves single-stranded regions of the duplex such as which will exist due to basepair

mismatches between the control and sample strands. For instance, RNA/DNA duplexes can be

treated with RNase and DNA/DNA hybrids treated with SI nuclease to enzymatically digesting

the mismatched regions. In other embodiments, either DNA/DNA or RNA/DNA duplexes can

be treated with hydroxylamine or osmium tetroxide and with piperidine in order to digest

mismatched regions. After digestion of the mismatched regions, the resulting material is then

separated by size on denaturing polyacrylamide gels to determine the site of mutation. See, for

example, Cotton et al (1988) Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 85:4397; Saleeba et al (1992) Methods

Enzymol 217:286-295. In an embodiment, the control DNA or RNA can be labeled for

detection.

In still another embodiment, the mismatch cleavage reaction employs one or more

proteins that recognize mismatched base pairs in double-stranded DNA (so called "DNA

mismatch repair" enzymes) in defined systems for detecting and mapping point mutations in

FGF-CX cDNAs obtained from samples of cells. For example, the mutY enzyme of£ coli

cleaves A at G/A mismatches and the thymidine DNA glycosylase from HeLa cells cleaves T at

G/T mismatches (Hsu et al. (1994) Carcinogenesis 15:1657-1662). According to an exemplary

embodiment, a probe based on a FGF-CX sequence, e.g, a wild-type FGF-CX sequence, is

hybridized to a cDNA or other DNA product from a test cell(s). The duplex is treated with a

DNA mismatch repair enzyme, and the cleavage products, if any, can be detected from

electrophoresis protocols or the like. See, for example. U.S. Pat. No. 5,459,039.
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In other embodiments, alterations in electrophoretic mobility will be used to identify

mutations in FGF-CX genes. For example, single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP)

may be used to detect differences in electrophoretic mobility between mutant and wild type

nucleic acids (Orita et al. (1989) ?roc Natl Acad Sci USA: 86:2766. see also Cotton (1993) Mutal

Res 285:125-144; Hayashi (1992) Genet Anal Tech Appl 9:73-79). Single-stranded DNA

fragments of sample and control FGF-CX nucleic acids will be denatured and allowed to

renature. The secondary structure of single-stranded nucleic acids varies according to sequence,

the resulting alteration in electrophoretic mobility enables the detection of even a single base

change. The DNA fragments may be labeled or detected with labeled probes. The sensitivity of

the assay may be enhanced by using RNA, rather than DNA, in which the secondary structure is

more sensitive to a change in sequence. In one embodiment, the subject method utilizes

heteroduplex analysis to separate double stranded heteroduplex molecules on the basis of

changes in electrophoretic mobility. See, e.g.. Keen et al. (1991) Trends Genet 7:5.

In yet another embodiment the movement of mutant or wild-type fragments in

polyacrylamide gels containing a gradient of denaturant is assayed using denaturing gradient gel

electrophoresis (DOGE). See, e.g., Myers et al (1985) Nature 3\3A95. When DGGE is used as

the method of analysis, DNA will be modified to insure that it does not completely denature, for

example by adding a GC clamp of approximately 40 bp of high-melting GC-rich DNA by PGR.

In a further embodiment, a temperature gradient is used in place of a denaturing gradient to

identify differences in the mobility of control and sample DNA. See, e.g., Rosenbaum and

Reissner (1987) Biophys Chem 265:12753.

Examples of other techniques for detecting point mutations include, but are not limited

to, selective oligonucleotide hybridization, selective amplification, or selective primer extension.

For example, oligonucleotide primers may be prepared in which the known mutation is placed

centrally and then hybridized to target DNA under conditions that permit hybridization only if a

perfect match is found. See, e.g., Saiki al. (1986) Nature 324:163); Saiki et al. (1989) Proc

Natl Acad Sci USA 86:6230. Such allele specific oligonucleotides are hybridized to PGR

amplified target DNA or a number of different mutations when the oligonucleotides are attached

to the hybridizing membrane and hybridized with labeled target DNA.

Alternatively, allele specific amplification technology that depends on selective PGR

amplification may be used in conjunction with the instant invention. Oligonucleotides used as
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primers for specific amplification may carry the mutation of interest in the center of the molecule

(so that amplification depends on differential hybridization) (Gibbs et al. (1989) Nucleic Acids

Res 17:2437-2448) or at the extreme 3' end of one primer where, under appropriate conditions,

mismatch can prevent, or reduce polymerase extension (Prossner (1993) Tihtech 1 1 :238). In

addition it may be desirable to introduce a novel restriction site in the region of the mutation to

create cleavage-based detection. See, e.g., Gasparini et al (1992) Mol Cell Probes 6:1
.

It is

anticipated that in certain embodiments amplification may also be performed using Taq ligase

for amplification. See, e.g., Barany (1991) Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 88:189. In such cases,

ligation will occur only if there is a perfect match at the 3' end of the 5' sequence, making it

possible to detect the presence of a known mutation at a specific site by looking for the presence

or absence of amplification.

The methods described herein may be performed, for example, by utilizing pre-packaged

diagnostic kits comprising at least one probe nucleic acid or antibody reagent described herein,

which may be conveniently used, e.g, in clinical settings to diagnose patients exhibiting

symptoms or family history of a disease or illness involving a FGF-CX gene.

Furthermore, any cell type or tissue, preferably peripheral blood leukocytes, in which

FGF-CX is expressed may be utilized in the prognostic assays described herein. However, any

biological sample containing nucleated cells may be used, including, for example, buccal

mucosal cells.

Pharmacogenomics

Agents, or modulators that have a stimulatory or inhibitory effect on FGF-CX activity

{e.g, FGF-CX gene expression), as idenfified by a screening assay described herein can be

administered to individuals to treat (prophylactically or therapeufically) disorders (e.g,

neurological, cancer-related or gestational disorders) associated with aberrant FGF-CX activity.

In conjunction with such treatment, the pharmacogenomics (i.e., the study of the relationship

between an individual's genotype and that individual's response to a foreign compound or drug)

of the individual may be considered. Differences in metabolism of therapeutics can lead to

severe toxicity or therapeutic failure by altering the relation between dose and blood

concentration of the pharmacologically active drug. Thus, the pharmacogenomics of the

individual permits the selection of effective agents (e.g, drugs) for prophylactic or therapeutic

treatments based on a consideration of the individual's genotype. Such pharmacogenomics can
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further be used to determine appropriate dosages and therapeutic regimens. Accordingly, the

activity of FGF-CX protein, expression of FGF-CX nucleic acid, or mutation content of FGF-CX

genes in an individual can be determined to thereby select appropriate agent(s) for therapeutic or

prophylactic treatment of the individual.

Pharmacogenomics deals with clinically significant hereditary variations in the response

to drugs due to altered drug disposition and abnormal action in affected persons. See e.g.,

Eichelbaum, 1996, Clin Exp Pharmacol Physiol, 23:983-985 and Linder, 1997, Clin Chem,

43:254-266. In general, two types of pharmacogenetic conditions can be differentiated. Genetic

conditions transmitted as a single factor altering the way drugs act on the body (altered drug

action) or genetic conditions transmitted as single factors altering the way the body acts on drugs

(altered drug metabolism). These pharmacogenetic conditions can occur either as rare defects or

as polymorphisms. For example, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency is a

common inherited enzymopathy in which the main clinical complication is haemolysis after

ingestion of oxidant drugs (anti-malarials, sulfonamides, analgesics, nhrofurans) and

consumption of fava beans.

As an illustrative embodiment, the activity of drug metabolizing enzymes is a major

determinant of both the intensity and duration of drug action. The discovery of genetic

polymorphisms of drug metabolizing enzymes (e.g., N-acetyltransferase 2 (NAT 2) and

cytochrome P450 enzymes CYP2D6 and CYP2C19) has provided an explanation as to why

some patients do not obtain the expected drug effects or show exaggerated drug response and

serious toxicity after taking the standard and safe dose of a drug. These polymorphisms are

expressed in two phenotypes in the population, the extensive metabolizer (EM) and poor

metabolizer (PM). The prevalence ofPM is different among different populations. For example,

the gene coding for CYP2D6 is highly polymorphic and several mutations have been identified

in PM, which all lead to the absence of functional CYP2D6. Poor metabolizers of CYP2D6 and

CYP2C19 quite frequently experience exaggerated drug response and side effects when they

receive standard doses. If a metabolite is the active therapeutic moiety, PM show no therapeutic

response, as demonstrated for the analgesic effect of codeine mediated by its CYP2D6-formed

metabolite morphine. The other extreme are the so called ultra-rapid metabolizers who do not

respond to standard doses. Recemly, the molecular basis of ultra-rapid metabolism has been

identified to be due to CYP2D6 gene amplification.
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Thus, the activity of FGF-CX protein, expression of FGF-CX nucleic acid, or mutation

content of FGF-CX genes in an individual can be determined to thereby select appropriate

agent(s) for therapeutic or prophylactic treatment of the individual. In addition, pharmacogenetic

studies can be used to apply genotyping of polymorphic alleles encoding drug-metabolizing

enzymes to the identification of an individual's drug responsiveness phenotype. This knowledge,

when applied to dosing or drug selection, can avoid adverse reactions or therapeutic failure and

thus enhance therapeutic or prophylactic efficiency when treating a subject with a FGF-CX

modulator, such as a modulator identified by one of the exemplary screening assays described

herein.

Monitoring Clinical Efficacy

Monitoring the influence of agents {e.g., drugs, compounds) on the expression or activity

ofFGF-CX (e.g., the ability to modulate aberrant cell proliferation and/or differentiation) can be

applied in basic drug screening and in clinical trials. For example, the effectiveness of an agent

determined by a screening assay as described herein to increase FGF-CX gene expression,

protein levels, or upregulate FGF-CX activity, can be monitored in clinical trials of subjects

exhibiting decreased FGF-CX gene expression, protein levels, or downregulated FGF-CX

activity. Alternatively, the effectiveness of an agent determined by a screening assay to decrease

FGF-CX gene expression, protein levels, or downregulate FGF-CX activity, can be monitored in

clinical trials of subjects exhibiting increased FGF-CX gene expression, protein levels, or

upregulated FGF-CX activity. In such clinical trials, the expression or activity of FGF-CX and,

preferably, other genes that have been implicated in, for example, a proliferative or neurological

disorder, can be used as a "read out" or marker of the responsiveness of a particular cell.

For example, genes, including FGF-CX, that are modulated in cells by treatment with an

agent (e.g., compound, drug or small molecule) that modulates FGF-CX activity (e.g., identified

in a screening assay as described herein) can be identified. Thus, to study the effect of agents on

cellular proliferation disorders, for example, in a clinical trial, cells can be isolated and RNA

prepared and analyzed for the levels of expression of FGF-CX and other genes implicated in the

disorder. The levels of gene expression (i.e., a gene expression pattern) can be quantified by

Northern blot analysis or RT-PCR, as described herein, or alternatively by measuring the amount

of protein produced, by one of the methods as described herein, or by measuring the levels of

activity of FGF-CX or other genes. In this way, the gene expression pattern can serve as a
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marker, indicative of the physiological response of the cells to the agent. Accordingly, this

response state may be determined before, and at various points during, treatment of the

individual with the agent.

In one embodiment, the invention provides a method for monitoring the effectiveness of

5 treatment of a subject with an agent {e.g. , an agonist, antagonist, protein, peptide, nucleic acid,

peptidomimetic, small molecule, or other drug candidate identified by the screening assays

described herein) comprising the steps of ( /) obtaining a pre-administration sample from a

subject prior to administration of the agent; (//) detecting the level of expression of a FGF-CX

protein, mRNA, or genomic DNA in the preadministration sample; (///) obtaining one or more

1 0 post-administration samples from the subject; (/v) detecting the level of expression or activity of

the FGF-CX protein, mRNA, or genomic DNA in the post-administration samples; (v)

comparing the level of expression or activity of the FGF-CX protein, mRNA, or genomic DNA

in the pre-administration sample with the FGF-CX protein, mRNA, or genomic DNA in the post

administration sample or samples; and (v/) altering the administration of the agent to the subject

1 5 accordingly. For example, increased administration of the agent may be desirable to increase the

expression or activity of FGF-CX to higher levels than detected, i.e., to increase the effectiveness

of the agent. Alternatively, decreased administration of the agent may be desirable to decrease

expression or activity of FGF-CX to lower levels than detected, i.e., to decrease the effectiveness

of the agent.

20 Methods of Treatment

The present invention provides for both prophylactic and therapeutic methods of treating

a subject at risk of (or susceptible to) a disorder or having a disorder associated with aberrant

FGF-CX expression or activity.

Diseases and disorders that are characterized by increased (relative to a subject not

25 suffering from the disease or disorder) levels or biological activity may be treated with

Therapeutics that antagonize {i.e., reduce or inhibit) activity. Therapeutics that antagonize

activity may be administered in a therapeutic or prophylactic manner. Therapeutics that may be

utilized include, but are not limited to, (/) a FGF-CX polypeptide, or analogs, derivatives,

fragments or homologs thereof; (//) antibodies to a FGF-CX peptide; (///) nucleic acids encoding

30 a FGF-CX peptide; (/v) administration of antisense nucleic acid and nucleic acids that are

"dysfunctional" {i.e.. due to a heterologous insertion within the coding sequences of coding
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sequences to a FGF-CX peptide) that are utilized to "knockout" endogenous function of a FGF-

CX peptide by homologous recombination (see, e.g., Capecchi, 1989, Science 244: 1288-1292);

or (v) modulators (i.e., inhibitors, agonists and antagonists, including additional peptide mimetic

of the invention or antibodies specific to a peptide of the invention) that alter the interaction

between a FGF-CX peptide and its binding partner.

Diseases and disorders that are characterized by decreased (relative to a subject not

suffering from the disease or disorder) levels or biological activity may be treated with

Therapeutics that increase (i.e., are agonists to) activity. Therapeutics that upregulate activity

may be administered in a therapeutic or prophylactic manner. Therapeutics that may be utilized

include, but are not limited to, a FGF-CX peptide, or analogs, derivatives, fragments or

homologs thereof; or an agonist that increases bioavailability.
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Increased or decreased levels can be readily detected by quantifying peptide and/or RNA,

by obtaining a patient tissue sample {e.g., from biopsy tissue) and assaying it in vitro for RNA or

peptide levels, structure and/or activity of the expressed peptides (or mRNAs of a FGF-CX

peptide). Methods that are well-known within the art include, but are not limited to.

5 immunoassays {e.g.. by Western blot analysis, immunoprecipitation followed by sodium dodecyl

sulfate (SDS) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, immunocytochemistry, etc.) and/or

hybridization assays to detect expression ofmRNAs {e.g., Northern assays, dot blots, in .situ

hybridization, etc.).

In one aspect, the invention provides a method for preventing, in a subject, a disease or

1 0 condition associated with an aberrant FGF-CX expression or activity, by administering to the

subject an agent that modulates FGF-CX expression or at least one FGF-CX activity. Subjects at

risk for a disease that is caused or contributed to by aberrant FGF-CX expression or activity can

be identified by, for example, any or a combination of diagnostic or prognostic assays as

described herein. Administration of a prophylactic agent can occur prior to the manifestation of

1 5 symptoms characteristic of the FGF-CX aberrancy, such that a disease or disorder is prevented

or, alternatively, delayed in its progression. Depending on the type of FGF-CX aberrancy, for

example, a FGF-CX agonist or FGF-CX antagonist agent can be used for treating the subject.

The appropriate agent can be determined based on screening assays described herein.

Another aspect of the invention pertains to methods of modulating FGF-CX expression or

20 activity for therapeutic purposes. The modulatory method of the invention involves contacting a

cell with an agent that modulates one or more of the activities of FGF-CX protein activity

associated with the cell. An agent that modulates FGF-CX protein activity can be an agent as

described herein, such as a nucleic acid or a protein, a naturally-occurring cognate ligand of a

FGF-CX protein, a peptide, a FGF-CX peptidomimetic, or other small molecule. In one

25 embodiment, the agent stimulates one or more FGF-CX protein activity. Examples of such

stimulatory agents include active FGF-CX protein and a nucleic acid molecule encoding FGF-

CX that has been introduced into the cell. In another embodiment, the agent inhibits one or more

FGF-CX protein activity. Examples of such inhibitory agents include antisense FGF-CX nucleic

acid molecules and anti-FGF-CX antibodies. These modulatory methods can be performed in

30 vitro {e.g . by culturing the cell with the agent) or, alternatively, in vivo {e.g , by administering
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the agent to a subject). As such, the present invention provides methods of treating an individual

afflicted with a disease or disorder characterized by aberrant expression or activity of a FGF-CX

protein or nucleic acid molecule. In one embodiment, the method involves administering an

agent {e.g., an agent identified by a screening assay described herein), or combination of agents

5 that modulates (e.g. . upregulates or downregulates) FGF-CX expression or activity. In another

embodiment, the method involves administering a FGF-CX protein or nucleic acid molecule as

therapy to compensate for reduced or aberrant FGF-CX expression or activity.

EXAMPLES

Example 1. Molecular Cloning of the Sequence Encoding a FGF-CX Protein.

1 0 Oligonucleotide primers were designed for the amplification by PCR of a DNA segment,

representing an open reading frame, coding for the full length FGF-CX. The forward primer

includes a Bglll restriction site (AGATCT) and a consensus Kozak sequence (CCACC). The

reverse primer contains an in-frame Xhol restriction site for further subcloning purposes. Both

the forward and the reverse primers contain a 5' clamp sequence (CTCGTC). The sequences of

1 5 the primers are the following:

FGF-CX-Forward: 5' - CTCGTC AGATCT CCACC ATG GCT CCC TTA GCC GAA

GTC -3'(SEQIDNO:3)

FGF-CX-Reverse: 5' - CTCGTC CTCGAG AGT GTA CAT CAG TAG GTC CTT G -

3' (SEQ ID N0:4)

20 PCR reactions were set up using a total of 5ng human prostate cDNA template, 1 \xM of

each of the FGF-CX-Forward and FGF-CX-Reverse primers, 5 micromoles dNTP (Clontech

Laboratories, Palo Alto CA) and 1 microliter of 50xAdvantage-HF 2 polymerase (Clontech

Laboratories, Palo Alto CA) in 50 microliter volume. The following PCR reaction conditions

were used:

25 a) 96°C 3 minutes

b) 96°C 30 seconds denaturation

c) 70T 30 seconds, primer annealing. This temperature was gradually decreased

by rc/cycle.
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d) ll^'C 1 minute extension.

Repeat steps (b)-(d) ten times

e) 96''C 30 seconds denaturation

f) 60°C 30 seconds annealing

5 g) 12°C 1 minute extension

Repeat steps (e)-(g) 25 times

h) 12°C 5 minutes final extension

A single PGR product, with the expected size of approximately 640 bp, was isolated from

agarose gel and ligated into a pCR2.1 vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The cloned insert was

1 0 sequenced using vector specific Ml 3 Forward(-40) and Ml 3 Reverse primers, which verified

that the nucleotide sequence was 100% identical to the sequence in FIG. 1 (SEQ ID NO:l)

inserted directly between the upstream Bglll cloning site and the downstream Xhol cloning site.

The cloned sequence constitutes an open reading frame coding for the predicted cgAB02085 full

length protein. The clone is called TA- cgAB02085-S274-F19.

1 5 All publications, patent applications, patents, and other references mentioned herein are

incorporated by reference in their entirety. In the case of conflict, the present specification,

including definitions, will control. In addition, the materials, methods, and examples are

illustrative only and not intended to be limiting.

EQUIVALENTS

20 From the foregoing detailed description of the specific embodiments of the invendon, it

should be apparent that particular novel compositions and methods involving nucleic acids,

polypeptides, antibodies, detection and treatment have been described. Although these particular

embodiments have been disclosed herein in detail, this has been done by way of example for

purposes of illustration only, and is not intended to be limiting with respect to the scope of the

25 appended claims that follow. In particular, it is contemplated by the inventors that various

substitutions, alterations, and modifications may be made as a matter of routine for a person of

ordinary skill in the art to the invention without departing from the spirit and scope of the

invention as defined by the claims. Indeed, various modifications of the invention in addition to
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those described herein will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the foregoing

description and accompanying figures. Such modifications are intended to fall within the scope

of the appended claims.
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